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Muhammad + Five Others Shot 




and four others 
were shot at the University of 
California Student Recreation 
Center, in what many feel is a 
conspiracy to silence the con-
troversial minister. 
Muhammad, underwent 
surgery at Riverside Communi-
ty Hospital on Tuesday night to 
repair a leg wound. Doctors 
said he was lucky to survive . 
• "He could have bled to death" 
said, Dr. Nicandro Marciano, 
who performed the two hour 
operation. They removed two 
large bullet fragments from his 
left leg (from a 9mm gun), said 
Marciano and a fragment came 
within 1 millimeter of a major 
anery. The right leg was also 
grazed by what police say was 
the same bullet. The doctors 
waited to monitor the swelling 
in the left leg but decided it was 
too risky to wait any longer for 
the surgery, according to Mar-
ciano. 
Others shot and most seri-
ously wounded were Varado 
Puckett, 24, with three gunshot 
wounds In the chest and both 
legs; Terrell Strait, 19, with a 
gunshot wound to the shoulder; 
Caliph Sadig, 24, one gunshot 
wound to tl:i.e arm; Steve L. 
Washington, 31, minor gunshot 
wound; Thomas Harri, 27, with 
a bullet that grazed his back. All 
have been released from River-
side General Hospital.There 
was controversy about the secu-
rity for Muhammad's visit, 
because the University did not 
want the Nation of Islam securi-
ty arm, the Fruits of Islam (FOi) 
to provide the normal security. 
Instead, the United Black Street 
Organization (UBSO) based in 
Pomona provided the security 
along with the UCR, African 
Student Alliance (ASA), who 
were sponsors of the speaker. 
The suspect, James Edward 
Bess, has been released from 
the hospital and is in police 
custody. Bess received serious 
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Kall id Muhammad is grabbed after he was shot at UCR. Photo by William Lewis, Ill C 1994 all rights reserved 
head injuries, following the 
shooting as the crowd tried to 
beat him to death. Kill him!! 
screa med one unidenti fied 
woman when the shooting 
stopped. The crowd tried to do 
just that. 
Contrnry to press accounts 
there were 800 or more people 
in the audito rium , said an 
unidentified person, who was 
responsible for placing the 
chairs. 
The day was an ominous one 
said most people the Black 
Voice talked with . According 
to witnesses: It began with a 
two hour delay, because people 
needed to be searched. Muham-
mad, entered by the wrong 
door. The pre-approved and 
secured back door was not used. 
When Muhammad arr ived 
inside the re was an altercation 
with Irv Ruben of the Jewish 
Defense League (JDL). "Ruben 
ca lled Muhammad a Hitler 
lover and a few other choice 
wo rds," noted a student. 
"Muhammad then called him a 
long nose, bagel eating ......... ". 
According to another wit-
ness; "The altercation turned 
into a shouting match. 
Muhammed ended the alterca-
tion by doing a personal search 
on Ruben himself, before 
anowing him to enter the hall." 
For 90 minutes, Muhammad, 
assailed Jews and others with 
whom he differed. Near the end 
of his speech, a note was passed 
to his 9 year old son Farrakhan, 
who in turn passed it to his 
father. After reading it and mak-
ing a face, Muhammad made 
the announcement that the stu-
dents would Be charged and 
additional fee if they were not 
out of the auditorium by 6 p.m. 
Reported!)'. they (ASA) were 
paying $250 an hour for the 
additional police security. 
Mu hammad then said he 
would entertain questions out 
on the front of the student cen-
ter. This action was a breech of 
security said UCR Police Chief 
Rosenfield. 
The alleged gunman was 
attacked after the shooting and 
the po lice came in to rescue 
him. Riverside Chief of Police 
Ken Fortier, said, "They 
retrieved Bess from the crowd 
who immediately grabbed him 
back from the police. They 
(police) retrieved him again, put 
him in the car and drove away." 
Muhammad and a Latino 
male were discusing the simi-
larities of the Black and Latino 
plight, when the first volley of 
shots rang out. 
Witnesses say when the first 
shot was fired there was a pause 
and then there were five rapid 
shots. Everyone fell to the 
ground and hid behind any-
th ing they could find. 
"I saw Dr. Khall id duck and 
security team members covered 
his 9 year old son," said a stu-
dent standing close to him . 
Most witnesses did not want 
their names used. 
However, Tanya Humphrey, 
President of the Black Alumni 
Organization and owner of the 
Indigo African shop in River-
side was personally affected by 
the visit that day. Tickets for 
the event were sold at her estab-
lishment. She received numer-
ous abusive calls. One caller 
even threatened to bum down 
her store. Calling it a " N ... ... " 
bookstore. 
' One day there was s~it all 
over her window. " It took 
someone a lot of time to spit 
that many times on my window. 
My business was cased by two 
strange looking an d acting 
White men," said Humphrey. 
On the day of the shooting 
Humphrey said, "it took the 
police minutes to intervene. By 
the time they responded the sus-
pect was half dead. The crowd 
even told the police to put their 
guns down or they would kill 
him (Bess)." 
Police spokesman Bob 
Hansen said this is not true. He 
believes the police reac ted 
immediately to the shooting. 
" People were hollering kill 
him with every fibe r in their 
body. I was watching him shoot 
and I started to move, " 
Humphrey thought the gun was 
a starter pistol at first Another 
concern she had, was the slow 
response of the ambul ance. 
"They did not arri vc for about 
15 minutes." This is echoed by 
CONTINUED ON PAGE A-2 
Kallid Muhammad 
Just Like Any Other 
Brother, Says Sister 
Cynthia Moore, the sister 
of Kallid Muhammad the 
controversial ex-Muslim lead-
er, who was shot on Sunday 
after a firey speech said her 
brother is "the leader of the 
family. He has always been 
the way he is", she said as she 
waited to go up to see him at 
the Riverside Communi ty 
Hospital. Moore said , con-
trary to published accounts he 
is 46 years old and was raised 
in Texas. 
Muhammad moved to Los 
Angeles after he was grown. 
What kind of brother was 
he? "Typical, just like every 
other brother, no different," 
she said. 
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W o attempted to ill Dr. Khallid Muhammad at he African 
Student Alliance (ASA) spon-
sored event at UC Riverside? 
Was it a conspiracy and who 
had the motive to do it? 
You haven't heard our voice 
~ as of yet. This is the first official 
response of the ASA, the orga-
nization that sponsored the 
event. We are going to share 
information with you that will 
clarify a number of things. 
1) It has been reported in a 
contradi.ctory manner that a total 
of four weapons were found yet 
Riverside police have stated that 
only one pcrson"apparently" 
was involved. This is insulting 
to the intelligence of the com-
mon man and woman. What 
were the other guns for? Was the 
intention to empty one gun then 
resume activity after coffee and 
doughnuts? Come now, lets be 
real. Was it a conspiracy? 
' ' ·.:,, .... 
2) The police have not ruled 
out a conspiracy. First, what is a 
conspiracy? According to Web-
ster's dictionary, conspiracy is 
defined as : "a plot; two or more 
persons engaged together for an 
unlawful or evil purpose; the 
planning of this group." The 
ASA at UCR knows it was and 
is a conspiracy. IL is pan of the 
same conspiracy that killed Mal-
colm K, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
railroaded Geronimo Pratt and 
1 Leonard Peltier. It is part of the 
• same conspiracy to silence pro-
gressive African Student move-
ments like the ASA at UCR and 
• the African students at San 
Francisco State. It is part of the 
same conspiracy, sponsored by 
agencies like the FBI, CIA, 
Army and Navy intelligence, the 
State Department and various 
local and sometime campus 
police agencies. There are other 
questions which must be posed 
regarding this conspiracy. For 
example, why did the police and 
emergency officials support and 
take the criminal to the hospital 
at least one-half hour before 
they helped the victims? Until 
we are certain that the local 
police are not involved in this 
conspiracy, we warn everyone to 
be cautious in turning in infor-
mation such as pictures and 
video tapes because we remem-
ber Los Angeles 1992 - in that 
case information was used 
against the people and not 
against the perpetrators - the 
police! 
3) The most logical question 
to be asked here is why did this 
happen at UCR? Let's look back 
at the history of the progressive 
student movement at UCR. As a 
student body we have been 
responsible for ring Chuck D of 
Public Enemy, KRS-ONE, 
Kwame Ture, Mukasa Ricks, 
and others who mainstream 
America sees as a threat to the 
status quo . When LA was in 
rebellion during 1992 , it was 
our organization that rallied to 
push amnesty for those arrested 
as a result of police injustice. 
This year our organization 
burned the symbol of African 
oppression and American 
hypocrisy - the US flag - to open 
our African freedom month. We 
have been consistently demand-
ing the construction of a Pan-
African Studies Department, 
more African students at UCR, 
and an African Theme House to 
replace the one that was violent-
ly burned down around 1971. It 
is a well known fact that African 
men are not safe at UCR. At 
times it has been so dangerous 
for African men at UCR that we 
have had to walk in pairs. Most 
importantly, it is well know that 
the ASA at UCR is sponsoring 
next year's African/Black 
Statewide Student Alliance Con-
ference. Our organization knows 
that administrations of the col-
leges and universities through-
out the state are afraid that our 
movement is contagious. There-
fore, it is logical to us that this 
assassination attempt was staged 
at this campus to discredit the 
ASA and demoralize the African 
Student Movement. 
4) We are aware that this 
attack was part of an on-going 
move to destabilize the African 
people's movement. Think about 
it. Those who know our commu-
nity, know that groups like the 
New African People's Organiza-
tion, All-African People's Rev-
olutionary party, African Minds 
United, Patrice Lumumba Coali-
tion, African United Front, 
NAACP, and the Nation of 
Islam have been coming togeth-
er to move our people forward. 
Any high school student could 
tell you that all of these organi-
zations have been victims of 
Page A-2 
Protesters outside of the Kallld Muhammad speaking event. Photo by Candi Nation 
counter intelligence programs 
launched by police agencies 
funded by the US Government. 
The library is full of proof of 
these agencies also spying on 
and disrupting student move-
ments. Check the book 
"Invisible Government" by 
David Wise and "The Judas Fac-
tor" by Karl Evans. 
5) Now let's clarify some 
media misconceptions about 
Sunday's tragedy. 
Nation of Islam activities are 
usually peaceful. This security, 
therefore, was suppose to pro-
tect attendees and participants 
from outside forces. But who 
protects us from the police, 
hmmmm? In summary of this 
point, we were trying to end the 
formal portion of this event four 
hours after the event started and 
six hours after we began paying 
the $250 per hour for security. 
We intended to informally meet 
with Dr. Muhammad later for 
group pictures without paying 
for more security. 
b) It is ridiculous to imply 
that Dr. Muhammad is a target 
for assassination by the Nation 
of Islam. The speech he gave 
was one that called for the build-
ing of the Nation of Islam. Is 
this attempt by the media to 
implicate the Nation of Islam? If 
so, is this part of a counter-intel-
ligence movement to put doubt 
in the minds of African people? 
Only the media can answer this. 
.. . 
6) The only good news that 
we have witnessed in this whole 
Thursday, June 2, 1994 
affair was the statement by the 
Executive Vice-Chancellor, 
Dave Warren, that this tragedy 
will not stop the university's 
commitment to provide a forum 
for controversial speakers. 
Therefore, we formally 
announce our intentions to bring 
Minister Farrakhan, Brother 
Kwame Ture, Sister Soldier, and 
Dr. Leonard Jefferies in the near 
future. 
: orlJ . • T t: 
a) We were not able to use 
University money to sponsor the 
event because of the pressure 
put on the university !Dy its own 
faculty and administration. 
Therefore, all costs for the event 
had to be covered by'ticket 
sales. This would have been fine 
had not persistent neg ative 
media discouraged auendance. 
As you have read, there were 
only about 450 in attendance. At 
the same time, because of per-
ceived and real threats, the UCR 
police were charging us approxi-
mately $250 per hour (beginning 
at noon) to "protect the Univer-
sity's property" according to the 
Chief of UCR police and cam-
pus administration. In hindsight, 
this appears strange to us since 
Chief Rosenfield has stated on 
TV since the tragedy, that 
Gwen Moore 
Muhammad Shot At UCR From F/P Get More with 
a UCR unidentified professor 
who said the paramedics, who 
were in walking distance, were 
not on the scene for 20 minutes, 
but were instead sitting on the 
corner. 
The Fire Department policy is 
to not respond to a call until the 
situation is safe. They are noti-
fied by the police department 
when it is safe enough. 
Dia Poole, KUCR radio per-
sonality, said she was in the 
entourage of 20 people following 
Muhammad for a taped inter-
view for a 6 p.m. show. Accord-
ing to Poole, "He had walked out 
3 0 to 50 feet when the first 
round of shots hit. There were 
the first 4 shots a pause then 6 or 
7 more. I was pushed to the 
ground, then I crawled along the 
ground. Dr. Khallid was pushed 
into the building and there was a 
stampede. I continued running to 
the station which is across the 
street and got on the air. I was 
the only person broadcasting 
what had happened. The-net-
works began to feed into 
KUCR." 
One unidentified family said 
appeared to be a Muslim brother 
say to another, I got your post. 
He said it twice. If he left I 
believe Muhammad would have 
been wasted right then," said the 
father of the family. 
According to the mother of 
the unidentified family. "It was a 
strange day. It seems many 
strange things were happening. 
One person passed out who 
seemed to have a seizure, the 
argument that Khallid had with 
Irv Ruben, and then there was a 
woman with a bluish gray back-
pack, riding a bike, who identi-
fied herself as Jewish. She just 
rode up to us and began talking 
saying she didn't understand 
what Muhammad was all about. 
She wasn't talking to anyone in 
particular she just began talking. 
When l started talking back 
encouraging her to come in, she 
said she would then she just dis-
appeared." 
Another witness commented 
about a man, many Muslims rec-
ognized as being in the Nation 
who was wearing a Black suit, 
white shirt and red tie. He was a 
former member and no one can 
now ac count for his whe re-
abouts. 
According to Fonier, Mon-
day the police found a backpack 
with two 9 mm guns and in the 
suspect's car was a 30.06 rifle 
with a scope. Black Voice was 
unable to verify the color of the 
backpack at press time. 
"Information is circul ating 
that Bess may be an agent." Said 
a UCR unidentified Professor, 
"The New York Times said he 
has had no job for the past 3 
years yet he has traveled. He has 
allegedly murdered 3 people and 
yet when the Riverside PD ID 
him there was no record. He was 
convicted and sentenced to 10 
years, yet he walked out the very 
next day." 
The word on the street is the 
Natio n is looking for the 
unidentified man. 
The offic ia l position o f the 
Unive rsity Police on the matter 
said Kathy Barton, spokesper-.. 
son, is "we are not ruling out a 
conspiracy, but right now Bess is 
the s ingle suspect." 
their young adult will be a stu- Vote J u n e 7th dent at UCR next year and they 
were there to give support to the 
African Student Alliance. "Prior 




SECRETARY OF STATE 
Co-Chairs: 
The Honorable Yvonne Burke 
L.A. County Supervisor 
Former Mayor Tom Bradley 
Former Lt. Governor Mervyn Dymally 
Former Superintendent Wilson Riles 
Paid for by Gwen Moore Campaign 
Lifesty~es 
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Board" Of Education Honors Outstandin Students 
Each month the San Bernardino City Unified School 
self-motivated and has a posi-
tive attitude toward school and 
life. He was named Most Valu-
able Player for Del Vallejo's 
basketball team this year. He is 
also a member of College 
Capable Jaguars ahd maintains 
an outstanding Grade Point 
Average. His parent is Linda 
Harbert. 
ti' . ,. p 
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District recognizes 
outstanding students in the dis-
trict at a board meeting. To 
receive this award, students are 
nominated by their teachers 
based on outstanding citizen-
ship, athletics, fine arts, aca-
demics, and most improve-
ment. These awards were 
designed to help build self-
esteem and to recognize stu-
dents who excel in various 
areas, but who are not always 
recognized for their work. 
Del Vallejo Middle 
School-Sue Romo, principal 
Bang Thai-Bang is an 8th 
grade student of Liz Chavez-
Rios who says she is an excep-
tional student in the ABLE pro-
gram. She is a member of Col-
lege Capable Jaguars and main-
tains a 4.0 GPA. Bang is a 
young lady who is self-moti-
vated and considerate of others. 
Her parents and Mr. areMrs. 
Dau Tahi. 
(Del Vallejo from left} Bang Thai, Rocio Quezada, Davion 
Harbert. 
(SBHS from left) Leticia Day, Ian Pierson, Miguel Day. 
Rocio Quezada-Rocio's 
teachers are Cathy Perkins and 
Susan Romo. She is a friendly, 
outgoing young lady and is a 
member of College Capable 
Jaguars. She has participated in 
the International Fashion Show, 
Math-A-Thon, Cross Country 
Run, Talent Show, and 
Odyssey of the Mind. Her par-
ent is David Quezada. 
Davion Harbert-Davion is 
an 8th grade student of Walter 
Talley. His teacher says he is 
San Bernardino High 
School-Karen Craig, 
principal 
Miguel Garcia-Miguel is 
president of the National Honor 
Society, a member of Hunger 
Busters, Rotary Interact, Model 
UN Team, and the International 
Relations Club. He has 
received the California 
Scholastic Federation honors 
He is a finalist in the Hispanic 
American Commitment to Edu-
cation Resources Scholarship 
competiton. His parent is Felix 
Juarez. 
Letitia Day-Letitita, a 
senior, has been actively 
involved in Black Future Lead-
ers, Brothers and Sisters United 
Leaders in Black Society, and 
the Destino Spanish Club. She 
has earned a 4.09 GPA and is a 
award, the MESA award, and member of the Honor Roll and 
the perfect attendance award. Phoenix Honor Society. Her 
parent is Berna Day. 
Pneumococcat Vaccine 
DEAR DR. LEVISTER: 
What is the Pnewnococcal vac-
cination? 
Who should get it? 65 and 
65 and Concerned 
DEAR CONCERNED: Pneu-
mococcal is a bacteria that can 
attack different parts of the 
body. It invades the lungs and 
causes pneumoni which kills 
thousands of older people in the 
United States each year. When 
the same bacteria affects blood 
cells we call that infection bac-
teremia. In the brain it is known 
as meningitis. 
There is a vaccine which can 
protect against almost all of the 
bacteria that cause Pnewnococ-
cal pneumonia and other dis-
eases. One shot lasts most peo-
ple a life time. 
If you are 65 or older you 
should have the vaccination. 
If you have a chronic illness 
such as heart or lung disease or 
diabetes you should have the 
vaccination. 
If you have a weak immune 
system that can be caused by 
certain kidney diseases, some 
cancers, mv infection or organ 
transplant medications and 
Our 
Bodies 
Ernest Levister, Jr., M.D. 
Ernest Levister, Jr., M.D. 
other diseases you should get' 
the vaccination. 
Most people have mild or no 
side effects. Those who do they 
are mild and short term. 
The vaccination is covered 
by MediCare. Most health care 
organizations and those inter-
ested in preventive medicine 
should cover the vaccination. 
Adults check with your per-
sonal physician about this. 
Parents talk to your pediatri-
I 
cian. 
Dr. Levister welcomes reader 
mail concerning their body but 
regrets that he is unable to 
answer individual letters. Your 
letters will be incorporated into 
the column as space permits. 
You may direct your letters to 
Dr. Levister in care of Voice 
News, PO Box 1581, River-
side, CA 92502. 
Local Poet.-
Playwright 
Comes to Library 
Local poet-playwright 
Richard Gordon of Lake Elsi-
nore wi]] read his book of poet-
ry titled "Martin and the Moun-
tain Top", at the Moreno Val-
ley, Saturday, June 4, 1994 at 
10:00 a.m. 
This event is being spon-
sored by the Literary Sister-
hood of Moreno Valley. All 
are asked to bring a non-perish-
able food item to benefit the 
Community Assistance Pro-
gram. Children are welcome. 
. , .. 
Ian Pierson-Ian is also a 
senior and is the Valedictorian 
for the Class of 1994 with a 
GPA of 4.6. He is a member of 
the California Scholarship Fed-
eration, Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Club, Vice President of the 
National Honor Society, 
Phoenix Club, and Hunger 
Busters. His parents are Dr. and 
Mrs. James Pierson. 
Burbank Elementarv School 
-Susan Vargas, principal 
Candelaria Garcia-Cande-
laria is a 6th grade student in 
Lynn Nelson's class and loves 
to help teachers by being a 
cross-age tutor in her own and 
other classrooms. She is an 
excellent student and always 
sets good examples for others. 
Her parents are Candelario 
Gruda and Enriqueta Garcia. 
Hai Thuy Nguyen-Hai is a 
5th grader in Ronald Watkins' 
class. She is helpful and goes 
over and above what is 
required. She works in primary 
(Burbank from left left} Victor Faurrieta, Hai Thuy Nguyen, 
Candelaria Garcia. 
classes as a math tutor, is 
polite and friendly, and has a 
very positive attitude. Her par-
ents are Minh Nguyen and 
Dang Do. 
Victor Faurrieta-Victor is 
a 6th grader in Kristen Evans' 
class and his teacher says he is 
a good student and is very wen 
liked by other students. He is a 
class representative to the Stu-
dent Council and bas an inter-
est in sports and science. His 
parents are Victorino Faurrieta 
and Adelaida Tapia. 
RUSTY AREIAS 
for Controller 
The Endorsed Candidate of the California Democratic Party 
Endorsed h~ 
Assctnhly Spcnkcr 




ot the Gu,\~. 
\ notent, .. N Di•trl<tAttomeyG,ove,T,a,kand Fami~ 
••~toted the n 
19 usty Areias is the only candidate for Controller with the business sense and the fiscal experience to reform state government so that economic opportunity becomes available 
on the local level. 
I / 
D.A. Trask is supported 
by all 14 Police Chiefs 
of Riverside County 
and Sheriff Cois Byrd. 
As your District Attorney, I pledge to continue: 
• taking a hard-line, "No-Plea-Bargain" approach to violent criminals 
• fighting for victims' rights 
• developing a professional career prosecutor's office 
/ would appredate your vote on June 7th. 
Paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect District Attorney Grover Trask 
A managing partner of one of the state's largest dairy businesses, Rusty 
Areias is now in the State Legislature where he has authored an 
Agenda for Accountable_ Governn:ent-a pro~ram that adv_ocates 
substantive investment m the Afncan-Amencan commumty. Rusty 
knows that smart management of our non-producing assets is t~e key 
co restoring our inner cities, making our streets safe, and educaung a 
competitive workforce. 
That's why he's supported by: 
T he California Democratic Party Member of the Assembly Juanita McDonald 
Speaker of the Assembly Willie L. Brown, Jr. Member of the Assembly Willard Murray 
Member of Congress Walter Tucker Member of the Assembly Curtis Tucker 
Member of che State Senate Diane Watson The California Teachers Association 
Member of the Assembly Marguerite Archie-Hudson 
On Tuesday, June 7th, ¼te 
RUSTY AREIAS Democrat for Controller 
Paid for by Rusty Are ias for State Controller. I.D. "931339 
,) 
Business 
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Black Voice Endorsements 
STATE/ NATIONAL • County Supervisor 5th Supervisorial District ........................ Robert Burks 
• Assembly 62nd District ................................ Joe Baca 
. • Congress, 42nd District .................. George Brown, Jr. 
• State Senator, 32nd District.. ... ........... Ruben S. Ayala 
• Lieutenant Governor .................................. Gray Davis 
• Secretary of State .................................. Gwen Moore 
• Controller ................................................ Rusty Areias 
COUNTY (SAN BERNARDINO) 
DA "Ch. "P ssessor . .. . .... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .... .. . . .. . .. Ico orras 
• District Attorney ...................................... Jim Penman 
• Sheriff ........................................... ........... Clifton Harris 
• Treasurer/Tax Collector ........................ Tom O'Donnell 
• coroner and Public Administrator .... Brian McCormick 
• Insurance Commissioner ............................ Art Torres 
• United States Senator ...................... Dianne Feinstein 
• United States Representative 43rc; 
Congressional District.. .................... No Endorsement 
• United States Representative 44th 
CITY (RIVERSIDE) 
• City Council Member 
Ward 1 Vacancy ......... ........... E. F. "Sandy" Sandison 
Congressional District .............................. Steve Clute 
• State Senator 36th 
Senatorial District ................................ Kay Ceniceros 
COUNTY (SAN JACINTO) 
• City Council Member Vacancy ........ Virgal T. Woolfolk 
PROPOSITIONS 
COUNTY (RIVERSIDE) • Yes .......... ............ Proposition 1 A (Northridge Repairs) 
• Judge of Municipal Court OYes .................... Proposition 18 (K-12 School Building 
Office No. 2 ........................................ Norman Turner Modernization) 
. • State Superintendent of • Yes ....... . Proposition 175(Renters' Income Tax Credit) 
Public Instruction .................................. Wilbert Smith • Yes .................... Proposition 176 (Taxation: Nonprofit 
• County Superintendent of Organizations) 
Schools ........................ Dale S. Holmes (unopposed) • Yes ............ Proposition 177 (Property Tax Exemption. 
• County Board of Education Disabled Persons' Access) 
Trustee Area 2 and 3 ........................ Ben Johnson, II • No ................ Proposition 178 (Property Tax Exclusion 
• Assessor ........................ ........................ Gary L. Orso Water Conservation Equipment) 
• Auditor-Controller ........................ Anthony J. Bellanca • Yes ................ Proposition 179 (Murder: Punishment) . 
• Coroner and Public Administrator .......... .. Scott D. Hill • Yes ........ Proposition 180 (Park Lands. Historic Sites, 
· • County Clerk-Recorder .................... Frank K. Johnson Wildlife and Forest) 
• District Attorney .............................. ........ Grover Trask 
• County Supervisor 
2nd Supervisorial District ...... ............ S. R. "Al" Lopez Cut out and take to polls on 
• County Supervisor 4th Supervisorial 
District ................ Patricia (Corky) Larson (Incumbent) June 7th 
I 
Thursday, June 2, 1994 
President Clinton Joins First Time 






Single mother Vivian Miller and her son Theron Slater, take 
President Clinton and Frank Belatti, chairman and chief 
executive officer of America's Favorite Chicken Company 
(AFC), the parent company of Popeye's Chicken & Biscuits, 
on a tour of their new home. The Miller's house is the 10th 
Habitat home to be built worldwide by AFC as part of its 
"Dream Builders" program with Habitat. AFC will raise the 
funds and provide the volunteer labor to build 200 Habitat 
homes worldwide - a commitment valued at more than $7 
million and the largest corporate sponsorship and first 
worldwide in Habitat's history. Homes have already been 
built in the following markets: Atlanta; Fort Worth, Texas; 
Jackson, Miss.; New Orleans ; Tampa, Fla.; San Antonio; 
McAllen, Texas; and Dallas. Projects are planned for more 
than 30 international markets during 1994. 
' DA 
WERE YOU DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ON THE BASIS OF RACE OR COLOR 
AT A DENNY'S RESTAURANT IN CALIFORNIA? 
Neighborhood Advantage" Honie Loans 
I. JNTRODUCJ]ON This notice is to inform you or a proposed Sdllomtnt or a class action race discrimination la,.,...11 apinsl Denny·• Restaurants in California. If you 
arc an African-American (all block p1,rsons). or person or non African-American descent in thc company or an African-American. and lx:licvc you have been discriminated again>t 
on thc basis of race or color in your treaoncnt as cu,tomer at a ~nny"s Resuiurant in California. you may be entitled to receive a monetary payment from a S28.000.000.00 
Scnlement Fund. Pkase read this notice carefully btcause your rights may bt affected by this lawsuit. 
11. HI SID RY OF THE CASE On March 24. 1993. a lawsuit wa, filed in the United States Di,irict Coun for the Nonhcm Di,trict of California by African-American cu,tomer.. or 
Denny's Restaurants in California and their companions. Plaintiffs brought the lawsuit as a --cl:,,,, action" and alleged tha, they 1111d other ,imilarly ,ituated pc:r,on, have been di,-
crim1natcd a8ains1 on the basis of race or color in treatment or )CJ"Vicc a, cu!Jomcl"\ of OcMy\ RcMaurdlll, in California in \liolauon of federal and :-.Ultc laws. The law:,ui1 M:Ck., 
monetary damages. injunctive relief. attorneys foes and cost, from defendants. 
DcfendanL, in the lawsui1 are Dcnny·s. Inc .. Denny·, Holding Company. Inc .. TW Holding,. Inc. tnow known o., Flagsw Companie>. Inc.) and TW Sc"'ice,. Inc. (now known a, 
Flagstar Corporation). DcfcndanL, deny all charge,, or wrong.doing and any liability. The Coon ho., not issued any ruling on the merit, or the lawsuit. 
, The plaintiffs and defondanL, have agreed to a monetary senlemcnt of the lawsuit and to provide additional injunctive relief to supplement a Consent Decree Denny\ entered into 
in April 1993 with the Uniled Stlltes Deportment or Justice. The Coun mu.c approve the :oettlemcnl before i1 becomes final. 
, 111. DEANmON OF THE CLASS The Coun has conditionally defined the clas, 10 include: all African-American tdcfincd a,, all Black.,, customers and their companion,. who 
, bc1wccn November 14. 1988 and May 24. 1994. we.re subjected lO discriminatory treatment or i,,ervIcc on account or race or color nl a Denny·!\ Rcsliluranl in California includinB'.. 
' bul not limited lo: 
( I ) bting required to prepay ror meals or p;iy a minimum cover charge on the basis or race or color: 
(2) bting refused seating or servia, or required to wait until later-arriving non African-American customers ,.,re seated or stn-ed: 
(3) being denied •'free birthday meals" or other promotional programs or Items on the basis or race or cok>t: 
(4l being required to show proof of idenlif,cation in order lo enltr lhc restaurant or bt stn-ed: 
(S) bting forcibly removed from the restaurant or threatened with forcible removal on the basis or race or color: 
(6) being charged for servicts for food items for which non African•American customers were not charged. 
• IV. SUMMARY OF PROPDSED SEJTI,EMENT Subject to Coun approval. plaintiff, and defendants have aHJl'cd 10: 
, A. MONETARY PAYMENTS The Consent Decree provides for a Settlement Fund in the amount of Twenty Eght Million Dolta,,. ($28.000.000.00J ("Class Payment .. ) to resolve 
the claims or all named plaintiffs and class members who timely file valid claims. Each class member (excluding the named plaintiffs) who files a timely. valid claim shall be 
1 entitled 10 an equal share of the Settlement Fund. less amounts paid to the named plaintiffs. Each named plaintiff will receive lwenty-Five Thousand Dollars (525.000.00) to be 
dcduc1cd from the Class Payment. Defendants shall separately pa) 10 plaintiffs counsel S6.8 million for their attorneys foes and cosLs up through Final Approval of the Decree. 
, 8. INJUNCTIVE REL IEF Denny's. its officers and employees agree tllat they shall not ( I l deny to any person. based on their race or color. the full and equal enjoyment or the 
, goods. sc"'ices. facili ties. privileges. advantages. and accommodations or its restaurant>: (1) deny se"'ice or offer less favor:ible terms and conditions or service to any pcoon 
' • based on thcir race or color. (3) require prepayment. a cover charge or presenoncnt of identification a., a condition or st"'ice. based oo color or race: (4) implement different terms 
, ; and conditions. on the basis or race or color. concerning Denny·, promotional offers. including but not limited to --rrcc binhday meal, .. ; (5) make stlltcmcnts. on the basis or race 
, or color. that would discourage anyone from visiting a Denny's Rcst.aurant: 16) instruct or encouroge employees or staff members to discourage anyone from visiting a Denny·, 
' Restllurant or from enjoying the Full benefits of Denny's Restaurants; (7) retaliate agains1 any officer. employee or agent for opposing or reponing alleged.discrimination in the 
.... scr.iicc and/or trcam,cm of customers. in viol3tion of appl icable law or the Consent Decree. 
' Denny's also agree, to (I) hire a Civil Righis Monitor who will be responsible for mooitoring Denny's compliance with the Dccroc: (2) increase repn:scntation of African 
Americans and other minorities in its adveniscmcnts: (3) advise all officers. employees. agents and franchisees of the contents or the Decree and the fact that Denny's cannot and 
will no1 retaliate against any off,cer. employee or agent for opposing or reponing alleged discrimination in the service and/or treatment or customers. in violation or applicable law 
or the Consent Dccrcc: (4) train all off,ccrs. employees. agents and franchisees of their duties and obligations under federal and state law and the Decree: (5) notify its customers 
t11101Jgh aiJP.IOPriate advcnisemcnts or Deriny·s non-discriminatory policy; aud (6) implement a testing program to monitor service provided 10 customers in Denny·s Restaurants. 
• V. CLASS REPRESENTA1JYES AND CLASS COUNSEL The following individuals are designated as class representatives: Kristina Ridgeway. Sham Clausell. Kenneth 
, Clausell. Rodney Braddock. Bryan Avery. Ayana Bell. Andre Mitchell . &!die Lamont Jones. Alex Waldron. Chad Coleman. Dorothy Jones. Allison Clay. Jennifer Clay. Muriel 
Shaw. Yendis Thomas. Lisa Washington. Carol Williams. Mike Taylor. Euneasc Humphreys. Demctrece Maxwell. Michael Maxwell. Danny Thompson. Susan Thompson. Rachel 
' Thompson. Jason Thompson. Danny Thompson. Jr .. Meling Harrison. Cantrena Law. Navjot Niijar. Myra Latson. Vemit.a Wans. Lewis McNair. Bobby Roddy. Rosie Roddy. 
Carolyn Murdock. Aaron Murdock. Neda Roddy. Jonathan Roddy and Alvin Roddy. The law firms of Saperstein. Mayeda & Goldstein of Oakland. CA and Pl!blic Interest Law 
Firm or San Jose. CA are designated as counsel for the clas., . 
• VI. HEARJNQ ON PROl'OSED SEJTI,EMENT A Hearing to determine whether the proposed senlement should be approved will be held on July 29. 1994. at 11:00a.m. in the 
Counroom of the Honorable James Ware. U.S. District Coun Judge ror the Nolthem District or California. U.S. Counhouse. 280 S. 1st S1. Rm. 2112. San Jose. CA 951 IJ. 
h ;, not neccywy for vou to appear at the hearing if you agrcy with the scnk;mcnt If you wish lo objcc1 10 the proposed settlement you mus1 do so~-All written objcc• 
tions must be mailed to the Denny's Claim, Administrator. 54 S . 9th St .. Ste. 320. Minneapolis. MN 55402 and ~on or before July 18. 1994. Any class member who 
objects 10 the scnlcmcnt and who wishes 10 appear at the Hearing. individually or through his or her own counsel. at his or her own expense. may do so only if the class member 
has filed a written objecti<Y.1 as described above. If you wish to be represented at the Hearing by your own anomcy. your anomey must notify 1he Clerk or the Coun and the fol-
lowing anomeys in writing by July 18. 1994: Mari Mayeda. Saperstein. Mayeda & Goldstein. 1300 Clay Street. Oakland. CA 94612: Thomas Pfister. Latham & Watkins. 633 
West Fifth St.. Los Angeles. CA 90071: U.S. Dcpanmcnt of Justice Civil Rights Division. P.O. Box 65998. Washingtoo. D.C. 20530. 
VII. YOUR OPTIONS AS A CLASS MEMBER Under the scnlcmait you have the choice whether or not to remain in ,i., lawsu it. 
A. If .vou want to remain in the lawsuit and believe you are entitled to participate in the proposed setUement or this case. you must ni. a Claim Form with the Claims 
Administrator postmarked on or before Septembtr JO. 1994. 
To Receive A Claim Form. Call The Denny•, Claims Administrator at l-800-8J6.0055. 
•-tr you remain in tho lawsuit. and the Coon approves the scttlcmcn1. you will be bound by all or the terms or the senlcmcnl. This means you will not be able to bring a separate 
lawsuit or 0lher legal proceeding regarding the claims in this lawsuit. Once approved by the Coun. the settlement Cannot be challenged. 
, B. If you do not want to be a pan or thi, lawsuit. you may exclude yourself from the lawsuit by filing a written --op1-ou100 st.atemenl with the Dcnny·s Claims Administrator 54 S. 
9th St.. Ste. 320. Minncapoli,. MN 55402. Your opt-out statement must be~ by the Claims Administrator oo or before July 18. 1994. tr you opt out of 1hi, lawsuit ( I ) you 
will have no right to receive any money under this senlcmcnt: (2) you will not be bound by the settlement in tllis lawsuit: and (3) you may bring a separate lawsuit or other legal 
proceeding against Denny's by youn;clf. However. if you opt out of this lawsuit and bring a separate lawsuit or other legal proceeding. you may lose your case and receive noth-
ing. it may tak.c several year.. to obtain any money. or you may obtain less money tllan you can get under this senlemcn1. 
To opt out of this law,uit. you mu,t ,ubmit your full name. address and Social Security number and a signed and dated copy or the following opt-out statement in your own hand• 
writing: 
I undcmand 1hat. in choosing to opt out or the class and scnlcmcnt in this case. I will not be entitled 10 any money under the settlement. I also understand 1hat if I 
file a ,cpara1e law,ui1 or other legal proceeding. I may not win my case. it may lllke year!< 10 gel any money. or I may get less money than I can get under thi, settle• 
mcnt. I also understand that. if the Coon approves the se1tlemcnt. class members who do not opt out will be eligible to receive a monetary payment and other reme-
dies under the :oettlcment. I still c~ to opt out and to be excluded from the settlement. 
You may also include in your wrinen statement the reasons why you do not wish to participate in this lawsuit 
Vlll. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION The pleadings and other records in the litigation. including complete copies of the Consent Decree. may be examined durinj! regular o(f,cc 
hours at the office or the Clerk of the U.S. District Coun for 1he Nonhem Distrirt or California. U.S. Counhousc. 280 S. I st St .. Rm. 21 12. San Jose. CA 95113. 
If you have any quc!\tion~ or need additional infonnation abour the mane~ con1ained in thi~ N0ticc. contaet: 
l-800-836-0055 Denny's Claims Administrator, 54 South 9th St., Suite 320, Minneapolis, MN 55402 
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT OR THE CLERK OF TifE COURT. 
Doted: May 24. 1994 BY ORDER OF THE COURT FOR THE NOR'rnERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
Hon. James Ware. United Stales District Coun Judge 
Before you buy a home, you should 
visit our neighborhood first. 
Sometimes 
the hardest 
part a b o ut 
shopping for 
home is s hopp in g for a loan to go 
with it. 
Whether you're buying a new home, 
or refinancing the one you already 
love, with Neighborhood Advantage® 
Home Loans from Bank of America 
you ' II notice an affordable difference. 
A down payment of just 5% could be all 
you need to move in. And as an added 
bonus, you can 
choose a ·loan 
with no points 
or bank fees. 
So, while you're shopping for your 
new neighborhood, be sure to drop by 
your local BofA branch and talk to a 
Loan Specialist about Neighborhood 
Advantage'!!' Home Loans. We'll make you 
feel right at home. Before you know it, 
you'll be shopping for wallpaper ... 
BANKING ON AMERICA"'-
m Bank of America 
Neighbomood Advantage• Home Loans are available lo credilwonhy individuals meeting specified income requirements for the ir county or when financ-
ing a hOme located in selected zip codes or census tracts in California. These areas are primarily comprised of census 1rac1s with a median income of 
80% or less than that of the metropolitan s tatistical area in which they are localed (based o n t 990 cens us). A prepayment (ee may apply. Mortgage 






The Black Voice News 
CRIMINAL DEFENSE 
JULIAN FOX 
THE MAN THE PROSECUTORS CALL 
THE WIZARD! ! f 
CALL (909) 884-3170 
Creative Expressions Beauty Salon 
8151 Arlington 'Y' 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(909) 353-1909 
Mon • Tue • Wed • Specials 
Free Relaxer or Perm w/Blowdry Style 
Wave Nouveau $55.00 Jehri Curl $45.00 
Barber Cuts $12.00 Children Barber Cuts $12.00 
Relaxer, Cellophane, 
Style Cut $55.00 Tex. $25.00 
Call for 2 for 1 specials Wednesday only! 
expires 4-30-94 
NURSE ASSISTA-NT CLASSES : 
- lnservice Classes for a CNA/HHA 
Sat. Classes 8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
May 7th & 21st and June 14th & 18th 
S.B. Hilton Hotel (Breakfast Provided) 
- Home Health Aid Certificate (40 hrs.) 
-Must have CNA Certificate-
S.B. Cass: Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Claremont: 3 Weekends only FriJSaL 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m 
- Acute Nurse Aide Training 
3 Weeks -Evening Course 4:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. 
1 SaL 7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Location: San Bernardino 
Class starts May 9th & June 6th 
CALL FouR-D-SuccEss ACADEMY 
(909) 621-7013 or 1800-600-5422 
(909) 684-0484 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
M-F 9 to 6 
Sat. 9-3 
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
Law Offices of Audrey G. Owens 
Audrey G. Owens 
Attorney At Law 
(909) 483-3641 
18 Years Experience 
>Auto Accidents> Personal Inquiries> 
Slip And Falls > Wills Trust 
9267 Marvin Ave.# 240 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91780 
PAGE ME!! 
$9.95 
Per Month Includes 





TOUCH INC . 





•First time buy_ers > CALL FOR FREE 
•Problem credit 
-Credit CREDIT CHECK 
•No Credit 
Need a Car? Worrying about high payments? 
See me, Shannon Robinson. I'll tailor a payment 
to fit your budget 
1-800-237-8115 
1 hour Therapeutic 
MASSAGE 
$32 with this coupon 
International Skin Care 






~ • , FOR THE BEST lil•E INTRAVELPLANS 
M~iss 
23741 G. SUNNYMEADBLVD. 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
909-242-3414 
Hair Cuts ,01: 
0-s-
,s, cf 
WhiPP APPeal CVr~ 
Beauty Salon · 
465 W. Baseline 
421-8604 f $5.00 o']' 7 I 'JJ I 
Ask for Fay : with : 
I I 
. : coupon : L---------.J 
Raymond Delone 
Income Tax Preparation 
• Specializing In Home Service 
• Computerized Returns 
• Electronic Filing Available 
(909) 924-0971 
Tri - star lr-----T-r_i _- -S-tar ___ ......,,.....HO-=-UR_S -.1 on. ues. 
. : Family Dental Centre Thurs. j .._ ____________ ___, _9 A.M'-6 P.M. 
' .. i, • General Dentistry Wednesday 
.,, ; • Dental Lab On Premises 10A,;~·:;·M. 
Thursday, June 2, 1994 
All God's Children 
by Miss Martha 
Originals Available At 
7~ 
Gifts• Collectibles • Cards 
12625 Frederick Street, W-2 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 653-3589 
Ron Tim Fran 
(Across from Mervyn's / Next to See's) 








696 North "D" Street, Suite #1 
San Bernardino 
Opal D. Richards • Hermln A. Dowe, R.N. 
(909) 885-121 9 
FAX (909) 885-1590 
Coming Soon, New Salon Need Hairstylist & Recent Grads 
//1'~7cutd 
10452 Magnolia 
(Near Tyler Mall) 
Specializing in weaving, bonding, relaxers, 
press & curl,freeze 
Now accepting applications 






Riverside, CA 92507 
JtY;! • Same Day Repair sA.M.•&P.M. 1 
't , · Saturday. , 
¥ • • Most Insurance Accepted by appt. 
10681 Foothill Blvd. Ste. 101 
Rancho Cucamonga, 
California 91730 
Res. (909) 822-1372 / 
Pager(909)603-2754 
Fax (09) 980-6100 
Business (909) 980-6100 
I 
I 
t • Children •Senlars 
Vutable We and AnnulU. 
Limited Partnel'9hlpe and Mutual Funds 
Willie Vamper 8' Assoc. 
106 North Eucalyptus 




Call For Your Appointment 
Mary Bonner 
REALTOR ~/Notary Bookkeeptnc 81 Income Tues 
Notary 
. . . Dr. Lloyd B. Walker______________ _ 
Dr. Robert Williams 
.... -
9282 Meanolla Ave .. Suite D 
Rlveralde. CA 92503 (909) 359-5760 
Subscribe 
ij! ill ie' s ~nutria! <trlf np£1 
------~1,,.~Are:=;:Mad:-;:e Eas~ief 11111111111111::::: 
"A Place Where Cho 
··:::1111111111111 
,, 
Complete Funeral Services 
~ Cremations 
.K ~) Burial Insurance 
Prearranged funeral planning 
(909) 889-0081 
1517 Weat Buellne, San Bernardlno 
Darren ~- Polin, Sr. • Manager 
Each Office ls Independently 
Owned And Operated 
! 
DON'T HAVE HOME CHUROI7 
WHY Go To LAS VEGAS? 
TEMEKU Heating & Air Conditioning Service1 
Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & Reception 
Halls. Includes: Minister, Organist & water fountains. 
1 
1 
Honelty • Wort! Guaranteed - Preventive Maintenance 1 
Residential . Commercial • Available on W.ekend 1 
License also available here: holds 2-300 guests. 
Semi Formal - $125 / Formal $250 
Formal Wedding & Reception - $550 
Basic Wedding/ Including License - $91 
Gall for many other services and Wedding programs. 
No Travel Charge • low rate service. 
MIGUEL ANGEL Q 
Servlc. T1ehnici1n 
909-698 -1034 




I 8 VICTORY CHAPEL 8 
lf" (909) 884-6105 lJ 
Salea & Installation 
Li~. t 668308 
P.O. Box 8151 
Temecula CA 925Q3i 
I 
Call Hazel if you wish to purchase HUD Properties or other properties. 
I can answer all your questions. 
FREE L1sT • FREE PRE-QuALIFYING 
Bad Credit?! • No Problem!! • Se Habla Espanol 
SPELLACY & ASSOC. REAL ESTATE It . ,,, h ' .. 
,, , •wa• GITrnK.!~.~~! ,~!~~:,~!!u:!.:~E~~-~~~~9~~!00 
CURB APPEAL. ... .From the cutb to the door. A lovely 4 bedroom, home well maintained hurry asking just ..••.. $102,200 
EXCELJ..ENT BUY .... .3 bedroom home has a certain charm. Just waiting for the right owner. Priced right on the money •• $75,000 
'Sen-ing the Co1111111111ity 1rith Quality Care and fa-pert Sen'ice. • 
23080 D-220 Al\:s.~andro Bini• ~l<>rl·no \ 'alk-y. C::\ .{909) 656-4131 
~--------------~-, ' 
,etouses ................................. $2.00 I ~:'ri~;;;~~ Rose .- •• ·s·PEciAi ••• I 
1Laundry Shirts ......•.............. $1.00 1 j _ _ i j :DRAPERY: 
I Pants .••••.•••••.•••..•.••••..•..•.••••••• $2.00 I u: l:><I o 1 I I Alessandro PER PI.EAT LINED I 
1suits ...................................... $4.75 1 , 79~ iDresses ................................. $4.25 1 : 'r--R1t::N~:x~:A : 
I (S'1 I k X-tra) I MuM pr.sen, coupon WII" M"ICOffltftO Otdets. I I no! .... ..,,. 0111•, on• n • E- Foo,. 93 ,I 
~----------------J -------------0 '\; I° I> \ '\ ( I I · \ '\; I '\; (, SI H \ I( I • PI ( K l P a II ti I) I · I. I\ I H, 
0'.'\11> ,\Y \lrlR\rlO'\;"il· R\1(1· • \1.\"i T l · R L\IIOR O :'\"il l l 
' 
Religion 
CHURCH DIRECTORY • NEWS • EVENTS 






Allen Chapel Church Holds Weekend Rummage Sale 
Allen Chapel AME Church, Riverside and The 
..... t Scholarship 
.. 
., Committee of the Matilda 
.! 
Williams WMS of Allen 
Chapel AME Church, 
Riverside will be having a 
Rummage Sale, Saturday, June 
4, 1994 from 9-4 pm. They will 
also be selling Barbeque 
Dinners, chicken/ribs/ hotlinks 
($6.00) dollars per plate from 
1 l-4pm. Allen is located at 
4009 Locust at Tenth Streets. 
For information call (909) 686-
0702. 
Celestial Choir Of 
Allen Chapel Holds 
Spring Musical 
The Celestial Choir of Allen 
Chapel · AME Church, will 
hold a Spring Musicals on Sun-
day, June 5th, 5:00 p.m. 
The choir will be singing a 
wide variety of music, 
Anthems, spirituals and soul-
stirring gospel. 
Our guest soloists are Carla 
Jackson and Robert Coleman. 
Come and be blessed with a 
spirit-filled evening in song, at 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
located at 4009 Locust at Tenth 





Life Changing Ministries 
will hold its Annual Gradua-
tion Luncheon on June 18th in 
San Bernardino. 
Join us as our speaker will 
be our own Pastor Reginald 
Woods, Ph.D. who will speak 
on" If You Can Believe You 
Will Succeed." The luncheon 
will begin at 12:00 noon and 
the cost is $15.00 per person. 
There is no cost for the buffet 
for children under 5 years old. 
The last date to submit money 
for the luncheon is June 15th. 
Please contact our church at 
(909) 882-3277 for additional 
information. 
New Beginnings 
Outreach Feeds The 
Homeless 
New Beginnings Outreach 
Christian Church feeds the 
homeless every other Saturday, well qualified to speak as an 
2:00 p.m. at the YWCA (tern- agent for youth." 
porary location), 567 N. Sierra The public is invited to this 
Way, San Bernardino. service. The church is located 
Donations are welcome. at 1355 West 21st Street in San 
Clothing and shoes are also Bernardino. 
provided for the needy. 
Christland Church For more information call 
(909) 822-0975/ 884-9962. Holds Installation 
St. Paul AME Holds Service 
Scholarship Service Christland Church is hold their Grand Opening, Installa-
June 12th tion Services June 3rd thru 
Dr. Bonita Roberts, Superin- June 5th, at their new facility at 
tende~t of Jurupa Unified 6276 Rivercrest St, Riverside. 
School District, Riverside, CA. On Friday June 3rd, 7:00 
will be the guest speaker at St. p.m., Pastor James Miller from 
Paul A.M.E. Church, Sunday, Holy Spirit Deliverance Min-
June 12th at the 11 A.M. Wor- istry and choir will be special 
ship Service for the Annual guests. 
Youth & Scholarship Day. She On Sunday, June 5th, 3:00 
will also assist in presenting p.m. Pastor John Davis from 
several generous scholarships Judah Higher Ground Ministry 
from the Rev. Charles Brooks and choir will be special 
Scholarship Fund to graduating guests. 
seniors of the church. Theme: 
Homecoming-Don't Forget THIS WEEK Home. 
Pastor Brooks states, "it 's a VISIT A CHURCH 
joy to have Dr. Roberts return IN OUR to her home church and family 
as an outstanding roll model to DIRECTORY. 




Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana. CA 92335 
(909) 350-9401 
Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St.,' Fbntana, CA 
(909) 3j0-9646 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
This:, Week Try A 
Church That 
· · Advertises In 
Our Directory 
j 16262 Baseline Ave. 1 Fontana, CA 92335 







Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m. 
Women In Prayer 






16888 Baseline Ave. 






Etiwanda High School 
13500 Victoria Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Praise Celebration 9 a.m. 
Cathedral Worship lla.m. 
Great Family Assembly 6 p.m. 
TABERNACLE 
CHURCH 
1168 N. Watennan Ave. 
San Bernardino 
Schedule or Service~ 
-Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
-Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 
-Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m. 
-Tuesday Teen Meeting 7:30 p.m. 








Prayer and Bible 
Study Wed. 
Ephesian New Testament 
Rev. Emory James, Pastor 






Seventh Day Adventist 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 





Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909) 899-0777 
(see ad for services) 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Pastor Chuck Singleton 
Baptism Service 
at Fontana Location 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Roy Harris, Sr. 
Rehearsal 7:30 p.m. 
-Friday-Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday-Bible Class 11:00 p.m. 
-1st and 3rd Saturday 
Youth Meeting 4:00 p.m. 
GRAND TERRACE 
Church Glorious Christian 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(909)423-3035 




United Methodist Church -
Rev. Jefferson Emerson 
Masonic Lodge 
21400 Johnson Ave. 
Mead Valley, CA 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
I ' I ; I ' 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching 
St, Comer of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(909) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sun(lay Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
PERRIS ) 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2719 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)6 83 -1567 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 
a. m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a .m. 
--- Prayer and Bible Study 
Wednesday 6:30 p.m. 
First Baptist Church 
288 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (909) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship • 7:45 am 
Morning Worshlp-10:45 am 
Bible Study & Choir Practice -6 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class • 12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Wednesday 
Prayer Praise - 7 pt1t 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 











Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. 
"E-veryone Is Welcome" 
First Baptist Church 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Dr. George King 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Adventist 
Youth Program 4:00 p.m. 
REDLANDS 
Baptist 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939 Clay 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909) 793-2380 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
· RIALTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valky Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Timothy Nixton, Pastor 
(900) 874-5851 
The Living Word Deliverance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones 
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(900) 874-3539 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
12:30pm 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm 
RIVERSIDE 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
Thursday, June 2, 1994 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 925(17 
(See ad for services) 
Baptist 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Canaan Baptist Church 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
(909)353-1010 













Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 486-4864 
Dr. 0. E. Jones 
School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m . 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m 
Frundship Missionary 
Baptist Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 





Wed. Bible Study 






Good News Missionary Baptist 
Rev. John S. Harris 
215 Big.'.SBq]gs Rd. 
Riverside, CJ\ 92507 






SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 











. Morning Worship 
9:45-AM -
8:00AM 




1583 ~est Union Street 
P.v. Box 7333 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
Teen Summit Tuesday 
Wed Night Prayer 
Wed Night Bible Study 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPA 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
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New Hope Baptist Holds 
Scholarship Dinner 
New Hope Baptist Church's 
annual scholarship dinner will 
be held on Saturday, June 11, 
1994, 6:00 p.m. at the National 
Orange Show Restaurant This 
year's guest speaker will be Dr. 
Matthew Wilson, former mem-
ber and recipient of a scholar-
ship from New Hope Baptist 
Church. 
Dr. Matthew Wilson is the 
son of Mrs. Nonnan (Elizabeth) 
Wtlson. He grew up in the New 
Hope Baptist Church. He was 
Active in Sunday School, youth 
choir, Boy Scouts and other 
activities ih the community. He 
worked with the Jack and Jenny 
Hill Catering, Inc., Patton State 
Hospital, Summer Life Guard 
and at San Bernardino Valley 
College. 
Wilson who is a graduate of 
San Bernardino High School, 
also graduated from Howard 
University, College of 
Dr. Matthew Wilson 
Medicine, Department of 
Neuro-Physiology, Georgetown 
School of Medicine, and is cur-
rently on rotation in the depart-
ment of surgery at Dr. Martin 
Luther King Drew Medical 
Center. 
Donations: Students $20.00 
and adults $30.00. 
INLAND EMPIRE'S MOST WANTED: 
Men & Women to join our new 
Christian Singles Connection 
Grand Opening Night 
at Windrush Clubhouse 
1699 E. Washington, Colton 
Call for your Pre-Information packet 
1-800-9SINGLE 
1 -800-97 4-6453 
QUINN AME 
CHURCH 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
22920 Allessandro Blvd. 








Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 










Youth Bible Service 
Friday Ev~ning 
ML Moriah Baptist 
R~v. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 














New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 







Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. 
Tues. Teachers 
Meeting 




Rev. Frank Gray 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. Wednesday 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St. 














Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
Sunday School 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:15 a.m. 
Evening Service 6:30 a.m. 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights & 
activities for the c~ildren. 7:30 p.m. 
Pentecostal 
Riverside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 










Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
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QUESTION: Dear Dr. Woods, 
Can't I be happy in life? I'm 
not happy. I can't tell you why. 
It's just how I feel. I love the 
Lord. I go to church. I have a 
good family. But I don't know 
why I've got the blues. Why 
am I so depressed? 
S.J., Rialto, CA 
ANSWER: There are two 
sources of depression that I 
would like to address; The first 
being "a spirit of depression". 
The antidote to this spiritual 
attack by Satan against a per-
son can be found in Isaiah 61:3 
which speaks of putting on the 
"the garment of praise for the 
spirit of heaviness". An extend-
ed time of praise and worship 
of God can bring deliverance 
from this spirit. 
The second type of depres-
sfon is resultant of continue 
reflection and meditation upon 




1062 S. Foisy St. 
San Bernardino 
(909) 884-2210 
WHY AM I DEPRESSED? 
Questions 
And Answers 
. . · · «a,, , . , ,/ .'.t'..)\t~ 
Dr. Reginald Woods 
person cannot continually think 
about negative things and then 
expect to have a positive out-
look. Philippians 4:8 tells us 
the "good" things we should set 
our mind on. 
Christian psychologist tells 
us that a person in depression 
Rev. WIiiiam M. Jacks 
has a "darn if I do, and dam if I 
don't" attitude. This person has· 
lost confidence in their ability 
to do anything that wilJ bring 
change. Of course, the Bible 
refutes that thinking by stating: 
"I can do all things through 
Christ who strengthens me". 
Mark 9:23 says, "If you can 
believe, .all things are possible 
to him that believeth". 
Depression is temporary. 
Happiness is temporary. Happi-
ness is a human feeling that 
correlates with situations; how-
ever, you can walk in joy which 
is a spiritual force that is active 
regardless of situations. 
You cannot just do nothing 
and expect things to get better. 
Faith gets up and says, "It's 
time for change". And believe 
God for the victory. Believe 
God for a new dream and 
vision to give you purpose and 
motivation. When things are 
really working and happening 
you won't have time far' 
depression. 
If you have a question that 
you would like answered, 
write: Dr. Reginald L. Woods, 
Life Changing Ministries, P.O. 
Box 9778, San Bernardino, CA 
92427-9778. 
Church Of Transfiguration 
Holds Annual African-
American Festival 
On Sunday; June 26. 199'4 
from 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.~ •• 
the Church of the Transfigui:a-
tion will host their 3rd Annual 
African-American FestivaL 
Through workshops, story-
teUing, music, food, art, cloth-
ing, and accessories, this yeat's 
Festival promises to ~ a forev-
er-lasting EVENT! One you 
won't want to miss. For infor-
mation call 1-800-325-6862. 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES: 
Sunday School .................... ............ .................... 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship ............................................... 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship .......... .................................. .... 7:00 P.M. 
Wednesday Bible Study .................................. .. 7:00 P.M. presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH 




(at Tenth Streets) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Services -10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Shennella Garrett-Egson, Pastor 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9: 15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
St John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 










Bright Star Missionary Baptist 














Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St. 
Rubidoux, California 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Cleveland Hobdy m, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 9:15 a.m 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m 
Church Service 11:00 a.m 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m 
Worship Hour 11:00 a.m 
REV. LEROI LACEY 
SUNDAY· FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA 
GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN 
THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call (909) 688-1570 for special advertising rates 
free program guide and bumper stickers 
0, 
which schools 
are going to 
benefit f rum 
Prouosition IC? 
On June 7th, California voters 
will have a chance to approve 
$900 million in investment bonds 
to improve our state and 
community colleges. Naturally, 
you may have questions about 
Proposition IC. Llke, if lC passes, 
who gets the money? And, how 
will it be used? 
The answer: The money will go 
right back to our community -
• Menifee Valley Center $745,000 
• Moreno Valley Center $1,291,000 
• Mt. San Jacinto Collegc $1,149,000 
• Norco Center $1,m:000 
·i:Her~ $350,000 
• Victor~ Comm ty College $1,"60,000 
•callf== Univ., San $8,628,000 
•~of callfomla, $28,132,000 
YES on IC 
to invest in our colleges for real 
needs and real projects, like new 
computers, science labs and 
research centers. Tools for 
learning, not bureaucracy. 
Projects that will create jobs in 
our community now and in the 
long run. 
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FWY DISC s.1,600 
FACTORY REBATE'-750 
--------
YOUR COST 810,587 YOURCOST 814,999 YOUR COST $16,975 
ONE TO CHOOSE FROM 1.0. t6!50679 
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•94 MERC. GRAND MARQ.GS 
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· FREEWAY DISC. s.1,381 










36Months $27 626 
Pa;~:~t + YOUR COST I 
~ Tax 
'89 PONllAC LE.MANS '93 FORD FESTIVA 
$3,999 $5,999 
LICOIVll7<l ~ 
'83 MERC TRACER '93 FORD MUSTANG CONVERllBLE 
$9,499 $12,999 
LICIIOll<llf IJC.aCDODI ,a;a IINTM. 
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'91 FORD F150-XLT '93 MERC SABI.£ 
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by Janice Malone 
r , "When I first heard the 
·' J !album, it brought tears to my 
' eyes. It just goes to show you 
that no matter how bad things 
• . ! might get, there's always room 
, . , ~ / 11for something good to happen," 
~ says the legendary Curtis l Mayfield. The album All Men 
~ Are Brothers: A Tribute To 
~ Curtis Mayfield, is a project 
~ U that ~ele?rates ~ot only Mr. 
KM_ayfield s music but also a 
.testament to just how enduring 
his music really is. The album 
contains 17 selections of some 
" Of his best hits, performed by a 
. line-up of music's top 
• superstars. Phil Collins does 
,.t~.ve Been Trying, Whitney 
, ,Houston performs Look Into 
~ Your Heart, B.B. King does 
Woman's Got Soul and Rod 
> vSiewart belts out People Get 
,R.eady. It's a tribute worthy of a 
•musical giant whose career was 
• 
• ~ 1brou~ht to an unexpected halt in 
I' 199.fO. A sudden ~st of wind at a.: ree concert m Brooklyn toppled a lighting rig and hit the 
, ~eran performer in the back, 
leaving him totally paralyzed. 
Curtis has always been a 
, consummate businessman 
' · throughout his career. Today he 
• owns the publishing rights to all 
of his songs and most of his 
. solo work, which also includes 
receiving royalties from any 
· samples made from his music. 
It's because of his business 
savvy that he's now able to live 
comfonably in his fasl'uonable 
home in suburban Atlanta. He 
talked to The Scoop recently 
about his career and his life as 
follows: 
Question: Of the 17 songs 
on! the All Men Are Brothers 
album, i there one or two that 
you have a special fondness 
for? 
Ma. field: I'd say yes, 
1ally with the song "I'm 
roud" with the Isley 
ers. Keep On Pushing 
such an inspiring song 
be· use it was out during the 
ti e of the Black power 
movement. At that time the 
whole country was like a 
n ighborhood for me. I was 
traveling a lot then with The 
Impressions. And during the 
s"xties there would be as many 
s 10 or 15 different artists 
together on one tour. There was 
al~ays lots of friends like Jerry 
Butler, Major Lance, B.B. King. 
Tb,re were so many of us 
youngsters out there working 
bu -it was like a big family 
because we all learned from 
each other. 
Question: Which entenainer 
really inspired you earlier in 
yoll1r career? 
Mayfield: It was a 
gentleman named Oscar Brown 
Jr , I've always had an 
admiration for his work in the 
theatre. He wasn't doing a lot of 
R&B music but he was such a 
~r of the theatre stage. He 
and his wife did a concen once 
dajlyd Joy 66. The man was a 
IDll;Ster storyteller on the stage. 
He and his wife's work were so 
special to me until I know that 
it had a major effect on how I 
began making my music and 
son "ting. 
Q~estion: I understand that 
you epjoy reading a lot 
Mayfield: Yes, I have quite 
an extensive repertoire of books 
ruging from Yes I Can by 
Sdmmy Davis Jr., Roots, I Did 
lt~f Way by Frank Sinatra, 
bobks about The Beatles. 
lcontinued on Page B-2 
a 
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Speed: Set Ready For Rush Hour 
Jack Traven (Keanu Reeves), an LAPD cop on SWAT detail, has a fearless nature and a 
keen understanding of the 
criminal mind. That and some 
luck have kept him alive. 
But Jack's luck is being put 
to the ultimate test. He's 
trapped on a runaway city bus 
that's set to explode if it falls 
under 50 mph. 
Get ready for rush hour. 
Twentieth Century Fox Pre-
sents A Mark Gordon Produc-
tion, Speed, starring Keanu 
Reeves, Dennis Hopper, San-
dra Bullock, Joe Morton and 
Jeff Daniels. Speed marks the 
directorial debut of Jan De 
Bont. The screenplay is by 
Graham Yost. Mark Gordon is 
the producer and Ian Bryce 
serves as executive producer. 
Allison Lyon is co-producer. 
The moment producer Mark 
Gordon (A Pyromaniac's 
Love Story, Swing Kids, 
Opportunitr Knocks,) fin-
ished reading Graham Yost's 
screenplay he knew that 
"Speed" would be his first 
action project. 
"I thought it was one of the 
most inventive and clever 
action premises I'd read in a 
long time," he says of the nail-
biting, hair-pin turns in Yost's 
story. 
What attracted Jan De Bont, 
who is making his directorial 
debut with Speed, was how 
fresh and different it was from 
most action films. And he 
should know. He's served as 
cinematographer on some of 
the best of them: Lethal 
Weapon 3, Black Rain, The 
Hunt For Red October and 
Die Hard. 
Seven of the film's 15 week 
shooting schedule were devot-
ed to filming the elaborate bus 
sequences in three main Los 
Angeles locations: The Glenn 
Anderson (Century) Freeway, 
1-105, South Central Los 
Angeles, and Los Angeles 
International Airport. 
"I can't think of many direc-
tors who are capable of han-
dling the number of cameras 
and complex moves we need-
ed," says Gordon, explaining 
that De Bont used four to six 
cameras for the bus sequences 
and as many as twelve for par-
ticularly difficult stunts. 
For the elaborate action set 
pieces Gordon turned to stunt 
coordinator Gary Hym es, a 
noted race-car driver and veter-
an of several Steven Spielberg 
films. Safety was a hallmark of 
the preparation, he emphasizes. 
"We began every morning 
with a safety meeting conduct-
ed by Gary and first assistant 
director David Sardi," says 
Gordon . Every stunt was 
mapped out shot-by-shot and 
fully rehearsed. 
The other vital element to 
the success of Speed was the 
cast, panicularly Keanu Reeves 
and Sandra Bullock who plays 
Annie, a passenger who unwit-
tingly becomes the driver of 
the runaway bus. 
De Bont was meticulous 
about his castinl choices, 
selecting actors who would 
bring just the right tone to the 
film. "Keanu and Sandra bring 
a contemporary look and atti-
tude," reflects De Bont. 
"Because Keanu wanted to do 
most of his own driving and 
stunt work, it made his perfor-
mance all the more com-
pelling." 
Bullock brings an edge of 
much-needed humor to the 
taut, tense film. "The audience 
Keanu Reeves 
needs to laugh within the con-
text of this story," says Gor-
don . "And Sandy provided 
that. Her performance is 
incredibly honest and funny, " 
"And we have a terrific one in 
Dennis Hopper." Hopper, as 
the sociopathic Howard Payne 
brings the same air of menace 
and touches of evil to his per-
formance that characterize his 
chilling work in Blue Velvet 
and True Romance. 
In battling Payne, keeves is 
assisted by two noted stage and 
screen actors, Obie Award win-
ning Jeff Daniels (Gettysburg, 
Terms of Endearment") as 
Harry, his partner, and Emmy 
Award nominated Joe Morton 
(Terminator 2: Judgement 
Day, City of Hope), as Cap-
tain McMahon. 
The movements of all three 
actors as well as those of Hop-
per's villain were carefully 
monitored by the film's techni-
cal advisor, Randy Walker, who 
spent 21 years with the Los 
Angeles Police Depanment, 14 
of them as a SWAT cop. 
Since 1987, Walker and 
three partners have operated 
Call the Cops, a technical advi-
sory operation for police pro-
cedure on film and television. 
He and Reeves had previously 
worked together on Point 
Break. 
Keanu Reeves Is Jack Traven In "Speed". 
says Gordon. 
What is a heroic action film 
without a great villain? 
"Action films live and die 
by their villains," says Gordon. 
\, 
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Arrested Development Head~ Back 




Some historians refer to 
"the chitlin' circuit" as the 
handful of world-famous Black 
vaudeville theaters - the Apollo 
in New York, the Regal in 
Chicago, the Howard in DC, 
the Paradise in Detroit, the 
Royal in Baltimore - that 
thrived from the Twenties 
through the Civil Rights era. 
Thursday, June 2, 1994 
The Scoop From B-1 I 
I don't read as often as I used to because I'm now immobile. It's 
almost impossible for me to read unless someone holds the book up 
for me. 
Question: Speaking of books, do you plan on doing your 
autobiography? 
Mayfield: It's been mentioned but at this time I've taken about 
80 songs that were compatible to poetry form and I've re-written 
them as song/poems. I'm hoping to put them into book fonn and 
call it Art/poem/son~. I've talked with an artist about providing 
some artwork for it. I've written about 433 songs that I've 
published through BM/ and my own publishing company. So I 
thought it would be nice to put a few in poem-form so they could be 
read over and over again. 
Question: You've had numerous surgery. Are there any more 
planned? 
Speech, chief writer and 
rapper for the Grammy-
' winning band Arrested 
Mayfeild: Basically, all of that is over. Considering the 
complications of my condition, the doctors say that I'm basically a 
healthy person. I just happened to be paralyzed. I'm doing this 
interview while lying down. I seem to have more vocal strength 
while lying down thaLsitting up. 
Question: How do y u keep your optimism so high? 
Mayfield: I take it on day at a time. You have your ups and 
downs. I've got a loving wife; most of my relatives are always 
around; and my 11 kids, so there's still so much good around in this 
old tough world of ours. Several of my younger kids are very good 
musicians. One of my older sons is directly involved with helping 
me run my publishing company. You know, I've come to accept the 
fact that life is kinda like the weather, just keep on getting up cause 
it's gonna change everyday. 
: Development, uses the term 
"chit/in' circuit" in reference 
to the smaller, funkier venues 
that have always catered to 
Black music, especially 
throughout the rural South. 
Gearing up for the release of 
the follow-up album, 
Zingalamaduni, to their multi-
platinum debut, 3 Years, 5 
Months, and 2 Days in the 
Life of ... , Arrested 
: Development are undertaking 
[ a nine city "chitlin circuit" 
! concert and promotional tour. 
I 
Public Enemy's Church D and Arrested Development's Speech hang In a New York 
recording studio. 
LOA~. 




more far-reaching than the 
chitlin' tours once done by 
legendary delta blues singers 
and jazz acts of the past, but 
the idea is the same. "We're 
staying true to our roots with 
the people," Speech says. "This 
tour is not as glitzy or 
glamorous as a formal arena 
show. It's grittier, more down-
to-earth, more old school." He 
adds that the tour is a "rebirth" 
for Arrested Development who, 
before they were signed, used 
to play "little backwoods 
clubs" throughout southern 
Georgia and northern Florida, 
bringing hip-hop to many of 
these places for the first time. 
As committed as ever to 
political activism in everday 
life, Arrested Development has 
arranged to have Greenpeace 
and Amnesty International 
giving out infonnation at all of 
their dates. And, as before, 
A.D. will be displaying works 
by local African-American 
artists in every city. An 
extensive summer tour will be 
announced in the near future. 
Zingalamaduni, Arrested 
Development's second studio 
effort, will be in stores on June 
14. The first single from the 
new album, Ease My Mind 
has just been released. 
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:; Where Do We Go From Here? •. 
•••• Memorial Ji)ay 1994: 
i "Where there is no shame, 
' there is no honor". Congo 
"If a person is to be freed 
~ from his frustrations and inse-
curities he must surrender to 
something larger than him Her-
.. man Watts, "What is your 
· name?" 1972. 
... Did America win World War 
II? I was asked this question 
after I had completed a talk 
:, about my assignment with the 
0 "Tuskegee Airman" at one of -
. our elementary schools last 
·. week. It was a question that 
-~ caused me to wonder, what is 
going on in our modern day 
society? Especially after a 
meeting I had with some so 
called intelligent people who 
laid claim to an education 
albackground. The question 
was a good one because it 
. seems to express the attitude 
that is present in a group of 
Americans today. Some people 
in this middle age group don't 
seem lo care nor respect the 
efforts of veterans who kept 
this country free. We most cer-
tainly have our problems in 
America, however. I would 
rather live here, knowing what 
I know about other pans of the 
earth. I have travelled and 
lived in several countries, 
which include Japan, Korea 
and Canada. "Nothing is more 
pathetic than to fit nowhere. 
Nothing is more pathetic than 
to be an outcast". (Peter Abra-
hams, Dark Testament, 1942) 
My 29 missions over the tar-
get during the K~ff,l conflict 
has helped me ~ rid of that 
concern, that I was not wel-
come to all the fruits of modem 
, day society. I will get what I 
; want and need. "If we do not 
r d . : possess the manhood an patn-
: otism to stand up in defense of 
; these constitutional rights and 
protest long, loud and united 
against their continued 
· infringement, we are unworthy 
of our heritage as American 
citizens and deserve to have 
fastened to us the wrongs about 
which many are disposed to 
' complain". J.C. Price "The 
first Negro in the last decade of 
the century, "The Independent, 
; Jan. 1981. 
A person 's mind must be 
; very sma ll and working in 
reverse when they refer to 
: retired veterans as people with-
: out a thinking abili ty, who are 





By Charles Ledbetter 
Charles Ledbetter 
members of the anned forces. 
Our veterans lost many friends 
on D-Day and during wars 
when they fought to keep this 
land free. As a veteran of three 
major wars, I resent any state-
ment that is made to put down 
Veterans; Memorial Day 1994 
is a good time to remind these 
"Free People" why they are 
able to sit where they are sit-
ting now. 
We veterans know how 
important it is to be careful 
how we vote, and to stay 
awake. It is also very impor-
tant that we give full support to 
the Top Administrator, so that 
Moreno Valley can continue to 
have one of the best "education 
programs" in America. There 
was no way for the Moreno 
Valley School District to make 
the progress we have made 
without a Top Administrator 
and a "Wide Awake" Board o.f 
Education. This is what 
Memorial Day means to me, 
being able to recognize to per-
formance as we celebrate a his-
tory of togetherness, as we 
seek to help each other. 
Rights, Respect and Respon-
sibility: This Nation is still 
served by veterans who have 
had to take orders as well as 
give orders, from and to others. 
Due to our experience, a veter-
an is a good person to have 
around. Everyone should be 
accustomed to taking and giv-
ing orders. If you are able 10 
take orders, it will reveal matu-
rity. Because they are more 
mature, they can recognize it, 
when a job is well done. I 
know I can. We have a super-
intendent who has given us top 
quality performance at a very 
low cost. He is now ready to 
Norman M. Turner 
A Proven 11 Year Record Of 
· Fair,, Tough Justice 
Endorsed By The Black Voice 
News 
Paid for by The Committee To Elect Judge Norman Turner 
I.D.#941110 
\, 
bring more schools into the 
Moreno Valley School District. 
He would appreciate your sup-
port, will you help? 
"~ducation is an important 
element in the struggle for 
human rights, our passport to 
the future in that tomorrow 
belongs to the people who pre-
pare for it today. It is a torch 
with which 10 burn down a 
decadent world of corruption 
and oppression so that the 
green grass of freedom and jus-
tice grow." Nathan Hare, 1988 
Did We Win WW II? 
Yes-we won but, we could 
lose it any day, if we refuse to 
work together as Christian 
friends. We should develop a 
RE SOL UT/ON TRUST CORPORATION 
Resolving The Crisis 
Resloring The Conndence 
program in America that will 
teach all of our children how to 
to love each other, and speak at 
least two languages upon grad-
uation. One major test would 
be their ability to share in, add 
to, as well as admire, the 
progress of all the same as I do. 
Let us give our children a 
chance to make this, a better 
world. 
"History has thrust on our 
generation an indescribably 
important destiny-to com-
plete a process of Democratiza-
tion which our nation has 
developed too slow". Martin 
Luther King (Where Do We Go 
From Here). 
FDICi 
Pl'.DUAl DIPOSff ~ cowounott 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
33 PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
THROUGHOUT SAN BERNARDINO 
AND RIVERSIDE COUNTIES 
FREE HOW-TO-BUY SEMINARS 
June 14, 1994 
Holiday Inn 
15494 Palmdale Road 
Victorville, CA 
Sealed Bid Offering 
Bids Due On Tuesday 
July 12, 1994 
June 15, 1994 
Riverside Convention Center 
3343 Orange Street 
Riverside, CA 
Broker Seminars: 3:00PM 
Registration: 2:30PM 
Bidder Seminars: 6:00PM 
Registration: 5:30PM 
Broker Participation Welcome 
Financing Available 
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All Items May Not Be Available In All Stores. 
Thrifty Hair Care 
16-oz. Oil Sheen Spray, Curl Activator Gel Lotion, or 
Instant Moisturizer, or 4-oz. Shining & Condition ling Gel. 
REG. 2.99 TO 3.19 
I'~ 
1-800-959-2396 
Professional Curl Adivator Gel 




Professional Styling Gel 
4-oz. REG. 1.59 
Long Aid 
Curl Activator Gel 
32-oz. Extra Dry formula. 
Let's Jam! 
Set & Hold Gel 
9-oz. REG. 3.79 REG. 4.99 










Follow directions carefully to avoid skin and . . 
scalp irritations, hair breakage and eye injury. \ 
Soft Sheen 




Black & White 
Ointment 
5/8-oz. REG. 3.39 23! 
See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For Tlie Tlirifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest YCNI. 
: 'U-£; /"f««,·t $. : Not AD Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Availallle At Tlirifty Jr. Stores. 
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Howard, Hayes, And Washington. • • Master The Moment 
LELAND STEIN 
BVN SPORTS EDITOR 
~ondie Gibbs runs 
a personal best. 
Shania Hambrick-
Edwards, Demond 
Birks, M adinah Ali 
and LaToya LeJ ay 
qualify for the State 
Meet. 
NORWALK: At the Califor-
nia Interscholastic Federation 
Southern Section's Masters 
Meet at Cerritos College, no 
championships were awarded, 
but here-1-am-l'm-the-one-to-
beat, or "you can't touch this," 
were the medals awarded on 
this day - in other words, get 
your psyche in among your 
competitors. 
Bryan Howard of Moreno 
Valley Canyon Springs, Joanna 
Hayes of Riverside North and 
'fyree Washington of Riverside 
La Sierra decided to master the 
moment, and not just qualify 
for the State Championships 
this Friday and Saturday at 
Cerritos College. 
Although the main objec-
tive of all the athletes that qual-
ified to compete in the Masters 
Meet were: To place in the top 
five, so as to earn the right to 
test their skills at the State 
championships. 
Howard, Hayes and Wash-
ington went out and made per-
sonal statements to their main 
competitors, that they are ready 
and you had better bring all 
you have next week, because 
the path to the State title just 
may have to go through each of 
these athletes in their special-
ties. 
Shanla Hambrick-Edwards Is on her way to USC In the 
fall, but before hopes to win the State, In the high Jump. 
photo-Gary Montgomery/SYN 
Howard stepped up to the 
task and alerted Redland 's star 
sprinter, Pat Johnson, that he 
might not be able to touch this. 
Howard won both the 100- and 
200-meters motoring down the 
field and track in 10.44 and 
20.98 seconds respectively. 
For Howard; a junior, win-
ning both sprints were a state-
ment that he wanted to make, 
even though his victories had 
no real significance other than 
qualifying for the State Finals. 
"I wanted to prove to 
myself that the turnover and 
strength I've been working on 
all season is coming," Howard 
said about his victories over 
friend and rival, Johnson. "It's 
getting down to business and 
it's no time for messing around. 
It's do or die time." 
Added Johnson: "I don't 
know what's going to happen 
next week. Whoever gets it 
done next week is what mat-
ters. I'm just going to relax and 
not make any excuses." 
One athlete who won't have 
to make any excuses about her 
efforts - no matter what hap-
pens at the State - is Hayes. 
Hayes, a junior, in her first year 
of running the hurdles, has 
exceeded and surpassed most 
of her original expectations. 
Hayes• phenomenal showing in 
the Divisional championships, 
was followed up with another 
super show at the Masters. 
Hayes stepped over the l 00 
and 300 hurdles with times of 
14.3 and 43.31, both fast 
enough for first place finishes. 
She also qualified for the triple 
jump with a leap of 36 feet, 10 
inches. 
"I'm developing confi-
dence," said Hayes, "so I'm not 
really that surprised. It's not 
like the last couple weeks, 
Madlnah All, (I) qualified for the 100 at 
the State meet. 
Tyree Washington ran the 40 In his ten-
nis shoes and Just missed qualifying. 
photo-Gary Montgomery/BVN photo-Gary Montgomery/BVN 
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the 3,200. Gibbs went out and 
set a school record and estab-
lished a career best in the pro-
cess (9:09.22), knocking 10 
seconds off his previous best 
time in finishing third in his 
specialty. 
"I usually go out fast and 
get tired, but this time I stayed 
back and it worked," explained 
Gibbs about his race strategy. 
"I felt pretty relaxed through-
out. I was surprised at my time 
because I felt relaxed through-
out, and when I usually run that 
fast I feel it, but I had some-
thing left." 
Rondle Gibbs set a personal ~est at the Masters and 
hopes to surprise the f leld at the State. photo-Gary 
Montgomery/BVN 
Other area stars still in the 
hunt: San Bernardino Cajon 's 
Veronica Carter, only a fresh-
man, ran a career best in the 
400 (56.67); Eisenhower's 
Demond Birks (200) and An 
Lloyd (long jump, high jump); 
Atla Lorna's Steve Campbell; 
Upland's Gerimi Burleigh (110 
hurdles); Riverside Poly's 




when I was surprised. 
"I don't have any expecta-
tions about the State, because 
people are coming from all 
over. I'm just going to do the 
best I can and that might be 
enough to get it done." 
Riverside La Sierra's 'fyree 
Washington, a junior, displayed 
the tenacity and heart that is the 
signature for most of these 
track and field youths. Coming 
into the 400 with the third 
fastest time (47.84), Washing-
ton had his track shoes taken 
just before his race. He still 
gave it a gallant effort (48.26) 
and almost qualified in tennis 
shoes, finishing in sixth place, 
.01 seconds from qualifying. 
Washington found solace in his 
first place long jump finish of 
23 feet. 
Although the misfortune 
that Washington experienced in 
the 400 could leave a young 
athlete in self-pity, Tyree has 
chosen to stay positive. Wash-
ington says he's going to "work 
that much harder this week" 
and maybe it is a blessing, 
because "I only have to con-
centrate on the long jump." 
One of the highlights of the 
meet was enacted by 






Moreno Valley's Shania 
Hambrick-Edwards, headed for 
USC to compete in the hep-
tathalon (high jump); and 
Canyon Springs' Madinah Ali 
(200) and LeToya LeJay (long 
jump). 
Also qualifying were 
Canyon Springs' Boys 400 
Relay Team (Marcelle 
Williams, Anthony Morris, 
Mickey Grimes and Howard) 
and the Girls 400 (Jamie 
Brown, LeJay, Lynn Lott and 
Ali) and the 1,600 (Lott, 
Brown, Wendy Reed and Ali) 
Relay Team. ' 







- Vice President, Bank of America, 24 years 
Qualified Educator 
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State President Baptist Convention 
Reverend Tillman Wade 
Sacramento Minister's Alliance 
Reverend Curtis Mitchell 




Reverend Joseph Slade 
Stockton Ministers' Alliance 
Reverend Bob Hally 





Reverend Amos Brown 
Reverend J.R. Richard 
Tom Berkley 
Oakland Post 
Reverend A. J. Smith 
Reverend F. Pinkard 
Reverend R. Williams 
Reverend J. Matthews 
Reverend W. J. Smith 
Oakland Ministers' Alliance 
Reverend Carl Edwards 
Mark Kimber 
California Advocate 
Reverend Bennie Calip 
Fresno Ministers ' Alliance 
Joe Coley 
Observer Gtottp Newspapers 
Reverend T. Toliver 
Bakersfield Ministers' Alliance 
Reverend Ruben Tate 
Ministers' Alliance contact 
Kenneth Thomas 
Los Angeles Sentinel 
Reverend E.E. Stafford 
State President, Baptist Convention 1 
Bishop Vinton Anderson, AME 
Bishop Robert McMurry 
Bishop C.E. Blake, CGC 
Bishop Lynn Brown, CME 




Reverend E. V. Hill 




Hardy and Charyl Brown 
Riverside Black Voice 
Reverend Frank Gray 
John Warren 
San Diego Voice and View Point 
Willie Morrow 
San Diego Monitor 
Bishop George McKinny 
Reverend Gaines 
Reverend Timothy Winters 
Empowering Ourselves By Voting 
The 1994 political season is well 
under way, and, as usual, has created 
many strange bedfellows. Incumbents are not as 
secure as in years past, and a number of new 
politcal aspireants are testing their perceived 
constituencies. 
People of color can wieid a big stick in this 
election, political experts realize that the 
minority vote is a sleeeping giant that can 
determine the outcome of many local 
elections and virtually every statewide 
office. 
As Nelson Manadela begins to taste 
the fruit of vict~!Y in Sau.th Africa, 
he understands for the first time the 
power of the ballot box. What we 
have almost forsaken has 
created a new nation in Africa. 
We must turn the tide so that we 
can begin again to explore potential 
partnerships in Africa so rich in its 
natural resources. That will take power and 
determination domestically, coupled with 
the sophisticaiton of global mobilization. 
By using our power through the ballot box, 
people of color can begin to positively impact the 
landscape of California. As people of .color increase 
their presence here, then rightfully they should 
become more involved on commissions, councils and 
elected offices, rightfully their concerns should be the 
subject of discussion and planning. 
The African American Empowerment Alliance, a 
coalition of ministers, ·publishers and businesses has 
begun a "Get Out The Vote" -effort through churches up and 
down the state. The publishers have committed to providing a 
forum for information to voters beyond what has been 
afforded in the past. This will include a profile of each 
candidates record on African American issues. 
Coalition building throughout the state will 
demonstrate the power that can be utilized at the 
ballot box. Candidates who want to win must 
arth:ulate a plan of action and demonstrate a 
willingness to work with African American 
voters. They must respond to the tangible 
concerns of people of color. We can 
empower ourselves by VOTING •· 
"The squeaky wheel gets the 
grease." 











































































































Issues & Opinions 
The Black Voice News 
LETTERS To THE EDITORS 
DEAR EDITOR: 
Fifth District PI'A is pleased and proud to congratulate the six 
area schools that were awarded ·the state's Distinguished School 
Award for 1994. 
The high schools receiving the awards were Big Bear, Redlands, 
San Bernardino and Rialto 's Eisenhower, and the middle schools 
were Richardson Prep in San Bernardino and the Warren H. Frisbie 
in Rialto. 
This is the third time that Richardson and Redlands have been 
honored with this award. 
These schools were evaluated on their leadership, vision, support 
of high-achieving and at-risk students and on instructor profession-
alism. 
The administrators, teachers, support staff, students and the par-
ents involved in these schools have the right to be proud as the Dis-
tinguished School Award Flag waves at their schools. 
You have proven that in Fifth District "Our Kids Come First" 
and we salute you! 
Salvador Mendoza 
Director of Communication 
Fifth District Pf A 
DEAR EDITOR: 
Please accept my deep appreciation for the honor you paid me by 
selecting me as one of your "Women of Achievement" for 1994. 
Several things made the day very special - being recognized 
with two women of the stature of Ola Faye Stephens and Esther 
Estrada, sharing in the memory of Rosemary Schraer as you recog-
nized the contributions of Sylvia Martin to the community, and lis-
tening to the comments of your distinguished guest, Xernona Clay-
ton. She was a dynamite speaker. 
I am especially pleased to know that proceeds from the lunch 
will be used for a scholarship to assist a young person to continue 
in a higher education program. 
Your selection of an African-American, Hispanic and Anglo 
woman showcased what I believe to be our shared belief - that all 
of us, regardless of race or ethnicity, must continue to work togeth-
er to eradicate racism and its accompanying evils from our commu-
nities. 
Thank you again for everything. 
June E. Foreman 
DEAR EDITOR, . 
Congratulations on a truly remarkable luncheon on Saturday, and 
I am so pleased you dedicated this program to the memory of Chan-
cellor Rosematy Schraer. Rosemary thought so much of you, and I 
know how much this recognition will mean to her family. 
I also felt that Sylvia Martin's selection as the recipient of the 
Rosemary Schraer Award was a most appropriate one. Everything 
from the outstandi:ig speaker to the woman you honored to the 
organization of the.program reflected dignity on you and your won-
derful family. 
We at the University are also honored to present an annual Rose-
mary Schraer/Black Voice Scholarship to a deserving African-
American student from the Inland Empire. 
Cordially, 
James H. Erickson 
Vice-Chancellor for University Relations and Development 
DEAR EDITOR: 
An excellent editorial page on April 21, 1994 made me sad and 
glad at the same time. Thank you Joe Williams m for your expose' 
on the Black woman's contributions to American society. I'm 
passing it on to some tired mothers who need a lift about now. 
Thanks to rapper Chuck D (and to the reporting of Billy Johnson, 
Jr., Entenainment Editor) the use of the n-word among "intelligent 
people", says Riverside celebrated historian Professor Sterling 
Stuckey, is not in use in their vocabulary because it does not 
enhance African-American beauty. It does not praise the Black 
woman who bore us all and it does not praise our ancestors who 
CONTINUED TO THE LEFT OF PAGE 
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Will The Real CSUSB Please Stand Up?:: 
BY DR. MILDRED HENRY 
D iversity is not recog-nized as an asset at Californja State University at San 
B ernardino (CSUSB). 
Diversity is professed at the 
institution, however, the actions 
belie the words. Peering 
through the rhetorical smoke 
screen, one wonders where 
CSUSB really stands on diver-
sity. _ 
The only African-American 
to attain tenure in the School of 
Education at CSUSB since the 
inception of institution in 1965, 
I have been denied promotion 
to full professor on the premise 
that I have not published suffi-
ciently to merit the promotion. 
A grievance has been filed with 
the California Faculty Associa-
tion because publishing was 
only one of several criteria list-
ed for promotion under profes-
sion al growth . Appeals and 
attempts to meet with President 
Anthony Evans have been 
futile. 
Criteria for professional 
growth also included grants, 
newspaper articles, and presen-
tations. This associate professor 
documented in excess of 50 
funded grants; 100 newspaper 
articles; presentations at con-
ferences, and in Washington, 
D.C. before U.S. Congressional 
committees; proposal reading 
for the California State Depart-
ment of Education and the U.S. 
Department of Health and 
Human Services; consul-
tantships; two manuscripts; and 
other activities that validate 
professional growth. 
As founder and director of 
the Provisional Accelerated 
Leaming (PAL) Center in San 
Bernardino, I chose to respond 
to society's rapid changes and 
unmet needs, to juxtapose theo-
ry with practice, and to take 
research to the marketplace. 
My footnotes are the low-
income, high-risk populations 
walking around now as com-
petitive, functioning citizens. 
The research design was care 
and concern; and the hypothe-
sis was, "There is unlimited 
passage through life's infinite 
sky for those who use their 
wings and cherish their license 
to fly." 
Because I opted to be on the 
cutting edge, refrain from intel-
lectualizing, and practice 
instead of publish, I have been 
punished and inequitably treat-
ed at an institution that spouts 
"diversity". 
Ironically , the promotion 
denial comes at a time when 
San Bernardino holds the dis-
LETTERS To THE EDITOR CONTINUED 
shed blood and sweat for our American citizenship. It does nothing 
for African-Americans but remind them of the chains which are 
obviously off most Black folks but still lingering in the minds of 
some. How sad for them, but the rest of us are smiling in the sun; 
we known from whence we come - some tough old people who 
refuse to die - and we know to where we are going - to the 
Promised Land. Nothing but dignified, about-something, people 
Will be there. 
How foolish of Professor Carolyn Murray and others to off er 
such a pathetic defense for the use of such a term saying, "turning a 
negative into a positive." That's some of that psycho-babble but 
even so, it is used out of context. When psychologists use it in 
their self-esteem seminars they mean to make every negative in the 
MIND into a positive; they don't mean to go around speaking nega-
tively. The seminar is to teach you how to deal with other people's 
negative speech, not how to create your own. They teach if some-
thing happens and you perceive it negatively, negate it immediately, 
and rethink it positively. In other words, if somebody uses a 
derogatory term in reference to you, you are to change its reception 
in your mind, "I have no reason to respond to that. I'm not that, so 
I know they can't be talking to me" or, "Ooo-Ooo-weeh! What a 
negative person! I'll pray God helps him and make his life better." 
The concept of every-negative-to-a-positive has never meant to go 
around "stinking" but trying to convince people that you "smell 
good". If you stink, you stink. It has never meant that you could 
take "mess" and make "sense" out of it. It means that you should 
ignore mess and that's the end of it. 
If we need more qualifying proof that mess equals no sense and 
tinctive title of "Crime Capital 
of the State"; when police 
admit an inability to handle 
soaring gang problems; when 
fear fosters an unworkable 
"three strikes and you 're out" 
fiasco; and, when upwards of 
$28,000 will be spent annually 
for each adult imprisoned. The 
denial comes when so many 
minority males are inequitably 
imprisoned or in the j ustice 
system that statewide commis-
sions have been established and 
fact-finding hearings held to 
explore the problem. 
We are rewarded for incar-
cerating but not educating 
youth. Unemployment, welfare 
costs, violent crime, and school 
dropout problems are still spi-
raling out of control. I posit it is 
time to practice before we all 
perish. 
Racism is also believed to 
have reared its ugly head in 
denying the promotion. I have 
no other explanation for the 
fact that although given an 
"Inadequate" in teaching by the 
School of Education Depart-
ment Committee, I am still 
asked/required to conduct 
classroom visitations and eval-
uate the teaching competence 
of my colleagues. This is 
indeed a dichotomy. 
Additionally, in my IO-year 
stint at CSUSB no other 
African-American has managed: 
to remain long enough to'.  
become tenured in the Schoql . 
of Education. The proverbial · 
revolving door is an actuality·; 
for non-conforming, assertive, ~. 
individualistic African Ameri~-
cans at CSUSB. 
During the appeal, Depart- : 
ment Committee members said 
should have brought all funded-' 
PAL Center activities through· 
the University. When told the·' 
idea was initially posed to the·! 
university and rejected, the ( 
committee said that even after:: 
the projects were funded, the. ·· 
monies should have come 1 
through the university's Foun-•: 
dation. The PAL Center, how:·· 
ever, is built on honor and ' 
integrity and will not be mired:; 
in fraudulent activity. ,: 
The validity of a decision to~; 
deny promotion based on lack . • 
of publications is questioned. ~: 
The California State Universicy, ; 
(CSU) system is the state's · 
community service institution. 
The University of California 
(UC) system is the research and 
publication entity for Califor- ' 
nia. CSUSB's mission is to : 
extend educational services to • 
the community-at-large, to all° : 
. . . . ., ., 
m tts service arel!, not Just to a . · 
chosen constituency. • · 
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK 
&11uatd be tgnmed, a11 we ltad w au was mad a few pages over Ill. 
Dr. Ernest Levister, Jr. 's column on "Tobacco Smoke: The Chemi- . 
cals"; same issue. His opening line is a quote from the tobacco 
industry, "Cigarettes are not an addiction but merely a pleasurable 
habit, much like a cup of coffee or a dessert." Since caffeine arid, ~ 
sugar can kill you slowly, but surely, just like nicotine, I ·don't see~. 
the difference. To me, these are all the same thing - all negatives: 
cigarettes, coffee, sugar and the n-word. They will all kill you in 
one way or another - there is no way to make a positive out of that. 
None of them should ever be used by proud, intelligent, African7 
American people who enjoy life. 
Mildred Penn Lee 
DEAR EDITOR, 
I'd like to ask your readers to think about two questions. Will: 
our colleges be ready for your children and your grandchildrenr 
More importantly, will our colleges be there when you need the~ 
the most? 
Unfortunately, if trends continue, the answer may be NO to both_ 
these questions. 
Proposition 1 C isn't the answer to all problems facing our higher 
education system. But it is a step in the right direction. Propositidn 
lC will povide much needed funds to repair, upgrade and improv.e 
classrooms, libraries, laboratories and other basic facilities. Propo-
sition IC will make tangible improvements in our colleges and uni ' 
versities. For e.-.. mple, at California State University, San·, 
Bernardino, $9 million would be available to equip the new Health'_; 
and Pysical Education Complex as well as the Visual Ans Center. , 
Proposition I C is an investment in California's recovery and ;: 
future. On June 7th, I urge your readers to vote yes on Proposition 
lC. 
t 
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,:Mgrs./Asst. Mgrs. for 
. '.-.,major music/ video 
. • -chain. Send Resume 
1 •-to: Global Diversity -




~: .:; $25,335-$50,672 
(x1 .10)/yr. 
,. •Jg>ply prior to 6-20-94. 
:t B-edlands Unified 
~ "'school District, 20 w. 
),Lugonla, Redlands, 








·-City of Colton, CA· 
::HSalary: Open, DOQ, 
lfus excellent benefit 
'"'.-package and a 4/10 
~w-0rk schedule.) 
~ l::ocated In San 
::-.aernardlno County 
~ with a population of 
i -=-4.3,000. Colton Is a full 
~:.Service general law 
'·City with 380 
employees. The 
successful candidate 
should have City 
Manager/ Assistant 
City Manager 




along with strong 
leadership and 
, . f lnanclal management 
· and budgeting skllls, 
and a Bachelor's 
degree In public or 
business 
administration, or a 
closely related field. 
A Master's degree Is 
highly desirable. 
Possession of a valid 
Class "C" Callfornla 
driver's license. 
Apply by 6:00 PM, 
June 30, 1994. Submit 
a~ comprehensive 
resume of education, 
e~pertence and salary 
h(story, letter of 
Interest and three 
work related 
references to: City of 
Colton, Personnel 
o,partment, 650 N. La 
Cadena Drive, Colton, 





Mgrs./Asst. Mgrs. for 
major music/ video 
chain. Send Resume 
to-: Global Diversity -
BV, P.O. Box 587, S.B., 
CA 92402 
ARE YOU 55+? 
Want to llve In a safe 
~ce? Beautiful 2 
Bdrm, 2 Bath mobile 
home at the top of Mt. 
Shadows Mobllehome 
Park In Highland, 
F-antastlc View, 
Security. Call 864• 





Invest only $500 
Income generating 
Information & 
concepts available tor 
900 #'s. (909) 875-
2218. 
~ START 
] YOUR OWN 
D ;BUSINESS 
Start your own non-
profit business. Earn 
up to SOK per year and 
help others. Average 




The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
A BEITER WORLD 
8948 Cudahy Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
CHRIS EUGENE ROBINSON 
8948 Cudahy Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual • 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 9-8-93. 
s/Chrls E. Robinson 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on April 12, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 942536 
p/5/12,19,26194 and 6/2/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
BLAND INVESTMENTS 
11480 Gramercy Place, 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Sylvester J. Bland, J r. 
11480 Gramercy Place, 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begu n to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Sylvester J . Bland, J r. 
The nllng of this statement 
does not of Itself author ize the 
use In this state ofa ficti tious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code} 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on May 10, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on fil e In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 




The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
NYNA'S FANCY FLORALS & 
GIFfS 
10963 Magnolia Ave 
Riverside, CA 92505 
RAVI RAJ SURI 
3955 Burue St. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
ALKA RAJ SURI 
3955 Burue SL 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
Individuals • Husband and 
Wife 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business nam e or 
names listed above on 4/27/94. 
s/Ravl Raj Suri 
The filing of this statem ent 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on Apr il 26, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County C lerk 
FILE NO. 9 42899 
p/5/19,26/94, 6/2,9/94 
NOTICE OF T RUSTEE'S 
SAL E 
T.S. no. E201918 
TAC#206175 
Unity Code E 
Loan No. 153012647/BOREN 
AP#273-150-006-4 
CONTINENTAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF CALW. 
INC. 
as duly appointed Trustee 
under the following described 
deed of trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR 
CASH ( In the forms which are 
lawful tender In the United 
States) and/or the cashier's 
certified or other checks 
s pecified In Civil Code Section 
2924h (payable In full at the 
time of sale toT.D. Service 
Company) a ll right, title and 
Interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed or 
Trust In the p roperty 
hereinafter described: 





SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION 
recorded J anuary 29, 1990 as 
Instr. No. 35037 of the In Book 
of Official Recor ds In the office 
of the Recorder of Riverside 
County; 
said deed of tr ust describes the 
following: THE EASTERLY 
110 FEET OF THE 
WESTERLY 220 FEET OF 
THE SOUTHERLY 200 FEET 
THE SOUTHWESTERLY 1/4 
OF LOT 14 OF FERTILE 
ACRES AS SHOWN BY A 
MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 11, 
PAGE 71 OF MPA,S 
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 1/W94. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
NATURE OF THE 
PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD 
CONTACT A LAWYER. 
16780 KRAMERIA AVENUE, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504 
"{If a street address or 
common designation of 
property is shown above, no 
warranty is given as to its 
completeness or correctness)." 
The beneficiary under said 
Deed of Trust, by r eason of a 
breach or default in the 
obligations secured thereby, 
heretofore executed and 
delivered to the undersigned a 
written Declaration of Default 
and Demand for Sale, and 
written notice of default and of 
election to cause the 
undersigned caused said notice 
of default a nd of election to be 
recorded January 31, 1994 as 
Instr. No. 41081 In Book of 
Official Records In the office or 
the recorder of Riverside 
county; 
Said Sale of property will be 
made In "as Is" condition 
without covenant or wa rranty, 
express or implied, regarding 
title possession, or 
encumbrances, to pay the 
remaining pr incipa l sum of the 
note(s) secured by sa id d eed of 
'Irust, with interest a s I said 
note provided, ad vances, if any, 
under the terms of said Deed of 
'Irust, fees, charges and 
expenses of the Trustee and of 
the trusts created by said Deed 
of Trust. Said sale will be held 
on: 
June 8, 1994, at 3:30 p.m. at 
the Main Street entrance to the 
County Cour thouse, 4050 Main 
St., Riverside, CA 
At the time of the Initial 
publication of this notice, the 
total amount of the unpaid 
balance of the obligation 
secured by the above described 
deed of trust a nd estimated 
costs, expenses, a nd advances Is 
$110,299.14. 
It Is possib le that at the time of 
sale the opening bid may be 




DEVELOPMENT OF CALIF. 
INC. 
as said Trustee, 
by T.D. SERVICE COMPANY, 
agent 
Diane Erickson, Assistant 
Secretary 




EXPECTED OPENING BID 
MAY BE OBTAINED BY 
CALLING THE 
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE 
NUMBERS ON THE DAY 
BEFORE THE SALE: (714) 
385-4837 or (213) 627-4865. 
/p/5/19,26/94 and 6/2/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
'I;he following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
NUBIAN MARKETING 
10275 Hole Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
PEGGIE GENTRY 
10275 Hole Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
T his business is conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business nam e or 
names listed above on 6/16/93. 
s/Peggle Gentry 
The tiling of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of a nother under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on May 17, 1994. 
I hereby certify tha t this copy 
Is a correct copy of the or iginal 
s tatement on tile In m y office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 943433 
p/5/26/94 and 612, 9,16194 




INVITING SEALED BIDS 
SEALED PROPOSALS will be 
received at the office of the city 
Clerk, City Hall, 100 Civic 
Center Mall, Indio, California, 
untll 1:30 P.M. on the 28th day 
of June 1994, a t which time 
they will be p ub licly opened 
and read from to perform 
work as follows: 
PROJECT NO. CD-93-1 
IMPROVEMENTS FOR 
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF 
COAC HELLA VALLEY, TO 
FURNISH ALL MATERIALS, 
PageB-7 
LABOR, EQUIPMENT AND 
SUPERVISION NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 




NEW FLOORING SYSTEM 
FOR GYMNASIUM AS 
DETAILED ON THE PLANS 
AND SPECIFICATIONS 
No bid will be received unless It 
Is made on a proposal form 
furnished by the City oflndlo. 
Each bid must be accompanied 
by Cash, Certified or Cashier's 
Check or Bidders Bond made 
payable to the City of Indio for 
an amount equal to at least ten 
percent (10%) of the amount 
bid, such guarantee to be 
forfeited should the bidder to 
whom the contract ls awarded, 
faiHo enter into a contract. 
Attention is called to the fact 
that not less than the prevailing 
rae of per diem wages as 
determined by either the 
Director of Industrial Relations 
(Labor Cod S 1770 et. seq.) or 
by the U.S. Department of 
Labor Davis-Bacon Act, 42 
U.S.C. S276(a) whichever of 
the two Is higher, must be paid 
on this project. The schedules 
of prevailing wages as 
determined by the Wage and 
Hour Division of the 
Department of Labor are on 
tile at the Department of 
Public Services, 100 Civic 
Center Mall, Indio, California. 
The schedule of prevailing as 
determined by the U.S. 
Department of Labor are 
Included In the contract 
documents. 
The Contractor must ensure 
that employees and applicants 
for employment are not 
discriminated against because 
of their race, color, religion, 
sex, or national origin. 
If the project requires the 
employment of workers In any 
apprenticeship craft or trade, 
once awarded, the Contractor 
or subcontractors must apply 
to the Joint apprenticeship 
standards (Labor Code S 
1777.5). 
The contractor may request 
that a suitable substitution of 
the retained 10% of the 
estimate value of the work 
completed be made In 
compliance with Section 4590 
of the Government Code and 
Section 10261 or the Public 
Contract Code. The aiency 
providing the subslltute 
security and agreement must 
be approved by the City of 
Indio. 
All bids to be compared on the 
basis of the Architect's 
estimate of the quantities of the 
work to be done. 
No bid will be accepted from a 
Contractor who has not been 
licensed In accordance with the 
provisions of Chapter 9, 
Division III of the Business and 
Professional Code. 
Plans m ay be seen and forms of 
proposals, bonds, contract and 
specifications may be ob!Jlined 
at the office of Engineering 
Services Department, C ity 
Hall, 100 Civic Center Mall, 
Indio, California upon receipt 
of a non r efundable Twenty 
($20) Dollars. 
This project Is Federally 
financed by the U.S. 
Department or Housing and 
urban Development (24 CFR, 
Part 57), Community 
Development block Grant 
(CDBG), and subject to certain 
requiremen ts, Including 
payment of Federal Prevalllng 
Wages, compliance with 
"Section 3" Affirmative Action 
Requirements, Executive 
Order #11246, and others. The 
aforementioned are d escribed 
In he "Special F ederal 
Provisions" section of the bid 
document. Additional 
Information per!Jllning to the 
Federal requirem ents Is on 
filed with the Riverside County 
Economic Development 
Agency, 3499 Tenth S treet, 
Riverside, CA 92502. 
Telephone (909) 275-8916. 
The City of Indio, r eserves the 
right to r ej ect any and all bids. 
No bidder may withdraw his 
bid for a period of thirty (30) 
days after the time set for the 
opening thereof. 
By order of the City Council of 
the C ity of Indio, Riverside 
County, Cailfornla. 
Da te: 5/12/94 
Karen Dodd, C ity C lerk 
City of Indio, California 
/p/5/26/94 and 6/2/94 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
4050 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92505 
ESTATE OF T homas Emery 
Day aka Thomas E. Day, 
T hom as Day, Tom Day 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE O F 
T homas Emery Day 
CASE NUMBER 067585 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, contingent creditors, 
and persons who may 
otherwise be Interested In the 
will or estate, or both of 
Thomas Emery Day aka 
Thomas E. Day, Thomas Day, 
Tom Day 
A PETITION has been filed by 
Edward Kopazywa in the 
Superior Court of California, 
County of Riverside 
THE PETITION requests that 
Edward Kopazywa be 
appointed as personal 
representative to administer 
the estate of the decadent. 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without 
obtaining court approval. 
Before taking certain very 
Important actions, however, the 
personal representative will be 
required to give notice to 
Interested persons unless they 
have waived notice or 
consented to the proposed 
action.) The Independent 
administration authority will 
be granted unless an Interested 
person files an objection to the 
petition and shows good cause 
thy the court should not grant 
the authority. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held on 6-13-94 at 9:30 
a.m. in Dept. l located at 4050 
Main Street, Rlversjde, CA 
92501. 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting of the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections or 
file written objections with the 
court before the hearing. Your 
appearance may be In person 
or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mail a 
copy to the personal 
representative appointed by 
the court within four months 
from the date of first issuance 
of letters as provided In section 
9100 of the California Probate 
Code. The time for filing 
claims will not expire before 
four months from the hearing 
date noticed above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kepti>y the court If you are a 
person Interested in the estate, 
you may file with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice of the ntlng of an 
Inventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition 
or account as provided In 
section 1250 of the California 
Probate Code. A request for 
Special Notice form Is available 




Covina, CA 91724 
ATTORNEY FOR: Petitioner 
In Propria Persona 
/p/6/2/9/94 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
for 
FORMAL 
PROJECT NO. PW 5-393 
In the 
CITY OF CORONA, 
CALWORNIA 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS 
HEREBY G IVEN that 
SEALED PROPOSALS will be 
received at the office of the 
City Clerk, 
City Hall, 815 W. Sixth Street, 
Corona, California 91720, up 
to 10:30 AM, TUESDAY, 
JUNE 21, 1994 at which time 
they will be publicly opened 
and read for the work 
generally described as follows: 
STREET LIGIIT 
INSTALLATION 
(Southwest Quadrant of Grand 
Blvd., Phase 110 
all In accordance with the 
Plans (Drawing No. 94-0098), 
Specifications, Special 
Provis ions, and other Contract 
Documents on file In the Public 
Works Department of the City 
of Corona, California. 
No bid will be accepted unless 
It ls made on the Bidder's 
Proposal forms furnished by 
the City. Each bid must be 
accompanied b y cash or a 
certified check, cashier's c heck, 
or Bidder 's Bond on the bond 
form p rovided by the City, 
payable to the C ity of Corona, 
In an amount equal to at least 
10% of the total amount of the 
bid. Failure to execute the 
Contract Agreement and/or 
submit the required Faithful 
Performa nce Bond, Labor a nd 
Materials P ayment Bond, and 
Insurance Certificates to the 
City within twenty (20) 
calendar d ays after the date of 
the award of the Contract shall 
be Just cause for the a nnulment 
of the award and forfeiture of 
the proposal guarantee 
pursua nt to the provisions of 
Section 20172 of the California 
Public Contracts Code. 
Pursuant to the Labor Code, 
the C ity has obtained from the 
Director of the Department of 
Industrial Relations, State of 
California, his determinations 
of general prevalllng r ates of 
per diem wages believed to be 
applicable to the work, 
lnduding employer payments 
for health and welfare, 
pension, vacation and similar 
purposes, as set forth on 
schedule which Is on file at the 
office of the City Clerk and 
which will be made available to 
any Interested person upon 
request. The City has also 
determined applicable wage 
rates for Federally funded 
contracts pursuant to the 
Davis-Bacon Act, copies of 
which are Included In and 
made a part of the contrad 
documents. The contractor and 
each subcontractor shall pay 
the higher of: 
1. the prevailing wage as 
determined by the Secretary of 
Labor pursuant to the 
provision of the Davis-Bacon 
Act wage decision applicable to 
the project location; or 2. the 
general prevailing rate of per 
diem wages as ascertained and 
published by the State of 
California, Department of 
Industrial Relations. 
"fhls project ls Federally 
financed by Community 
Development Block 
Grant Funds through the U.S. 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (24 CFR, 
Part 57) and subject to certain 
requirements Including 
payment of Federal prevailing 
wages, compliance with 
''Section 3" Affirmative Action 
Requirements, Executive 
Order #11246 and others. The 
aforementioned are described 
In the "Special Federal 
Provisions: section of the bid 
documents. Additional 
Information pertaining to the 
Federal requirements Is on file 
with the County of Riverside's 
Department of Economic and 
Community Development." 
All bids are to be compared on 
the basis of the City Engineer's 
estimate of quantities of work 
to be done. 
No bid will be accepted from a 
bidder who Is not fully and 
properly licensed as a 
contractor for the work to be 
done by him in accordance 
with the provisions of Chapter 
9, Division III, Sections 7000 
through 7145 of the business 
and Professions Code of the 
State of California. On the date 
and at the time of submittal of 
the Bidder's Proposal, the 
prime contractor shall have a 
Class 'A' contractor's license 
or a combination of Specialty 
Class 'C' licenses sufficient to 
cover all of the work to be 
performed by him. 
The City Council reserves the 
right to reject any and all bJds 
and to waive any Irregularity 
or Informality In any bid to the 
extent permitted by law. 
Bidder may not withdraw his 
bid for rorty-nlne (49) calendar 
days after the bid open Ing. 
As per the Government Code, 
the Contractor will be 
permitted the substitution of 
securities for any monies 
withheld by the City of Corona 
to ensure performance under 
Contract. At the request and 
expense of the Contractor, 
securities equivalent to the 
amount withheld shall be 
deposited with the City of 
Corona, or with a state or 
federally chartered bank as the 
escrow agent, who shall pay 
such monies to the Contractor 
after satisfactory completion 
of the Contract. Securities 
eligible for investment under 
this section shall include those 
listed In Section 16430 of the 
Government Code or bank or 
savings and loan certlncates of 
deposit. The Contractor shall 
be the beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for 
monies withheld and shall 
receive any Interest thereon. 
The bidder's attention Is 
directed to Section 6-8 of the 
Sped al Provisions which 
requires the Contractor to post 
a s urety bond In a form 
approved by the Engineer 
prior to the final acceptance of 
the work In an amount of not 
less than 10% of the final 
contract amount, or $2,000, 
whichever Is greater, to 
guarantee materials and 
workmanship for a p eriod of 
one year from the date of 
acceptance of the work by the 
City Council. 
Contr~ct da<:uments, Including 
Plans and Special Provisions, 
but not 
lndudlng the Standard Plans 
or Standard Specifications, 
may be purchased from the 
Public Works Department, 
telephone (909) 736-2259, 
City Hall, Corona, CA, for a 
non-refundable fee of $25.00 
per set. 
For technical Informa tion 
relating to the details of the 
proposed project and/or 
bidding r equirements, please 
contact the project engineer, 
Ahmad Bondogjl, Contract 
Administra tion Section of the 
City of Corona Public Works 
Department at (909) 279-3518. 
Date MAY 19, 1994 
DIEDRE'LINGENFELTER 
City C lerk C ity of Corona, 
California 
IP/612194 
CITY OF CATHEDRAL CITY 





OVERLAY PROJECT #8671 
Thursday, June 2, 1994 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS 
HEREBY GIVEN that the City 
of Cathedral City, as 
AGENCY, Invites sealed bids 
for the above stated project 
and will receive such bids In 
the offices of the City Clerk 
located at 3S-325 Date Palm 
Drive, Cathedral City, up lo 
the hour of 10:00 a.m. on the 
16th day of June, 1994, at 
which time they will publicly 
be opened and read aloud. 
The work to be done consists of 
In-place cold recycling of 
existing asphalt concrete 
surfacing to full depth, grade 
recycled material to anew 
crown, one Inch (l'') below the 
lip of the gutter and overlay 
with asphalt concrete, 
unclassified excavation, 
aggregate base, signing and 
striping, traffic loop 
replacement and construction 
of traffic control. Coples of 
said specincatlons and 
Contract Documents are 
available from the Agency 
upon payment of a $25.00 
nonrefundable fee ($35.00 If 
malled). 
Each Bidder will be required to 
submit with his bid, a bid 
security of cash, a certified 
check, cashier check or bid 
bond of the prescribed form 
and made payable to the City 
of Cathedral City fir an 
amount equal to at least ten 
(10%) percent of the amount 
bid, such guaranty to be 
forfeited, should the bidder to 
whom the contract Is awarded 
fail to furnish the payment-and 
performance bonds, Insurance 
certificates, and other required 
documents and to enter Into a 
contract with the City within 
10 days after the Notice of 
Award Is deposited In the malle 
or personally delivered to the 
bidder. 
Any contract entered Into 
pursuant lo this notice will 
incorporate the provisions of 
the State Labor Code. 
Compliance with the prevailing 
rates of wages and 
apprenticeship employment 
standards established by the 
State Director of Industrial 
Relations will be required. 
The Agency has obtained from 
the Director of the Department 
oflndustrial Relations the 
general prevailing rate of per 
diem wages and the general 
prevalllng rate for holiday and 
overtime work In the locality In 
which the work Is to be 
performed for each craft, , 
classification, or type of 
worker needed to execute the 
contract. Coples of the 
prevailing wage rates are on 
file at the office of the City 
Clerk and are available to 
Interested parties upon 
request. 
Affirmative action to ensun! 
against discrimination In 
employment practices on the 
basis of race, color, national 
origin, ancestry, sex, or religion 
will also be required. 
The AGENCY hereby 
affirmatively ensures that 
minority business enterprises 
will be afforded full 
opportunity to submit bids In 
response to this notice and will 
not be discriminated against 
on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, ancestry, sex, 
or religion In any consideration 
leading to the award of 
contract. 
This project Is subject to 
Federal Regulations regarding 
the use of Disadvantage 
Business Enterprises (DBE's). 
A DBE goal of 10% has been 
established. Before cootract 
award, the contractor must 
submit evidence to the Agency 
that the MBE goal has been 
met, or that good faith efforts 
were made to meet the goal 
prior to the submittal of the 
bid. 
Prime contractors bidding on 
th Is pro Ject must possess a 
valid General Engineering 
Contractors License (Class A) 
or a C-12 Earthwork and 
Paving Specially license. 
Subcontractors must be 
properly licensed. 
This project has a construction 
period of 30 working days, and 
$500 per calendar day 
liquidated damages. 
The contract documents call 
for monthly p rogress payments 
based upon the Engineer's 
estimate of the percentage of 
work completed. The City will 
retain 10 percent of each 
progress payment as security 
for completion of the balance 
of work. 
A Payment Bond In the 
amount of fifty percent (50%) 
of the total contract amount 
and a P erformance Bond in the 
amount equal to one hundred 
percent (100%) of the total 
contract amount shall be 
required concurrently with the 
execution of the contract and 
shall be In the form set forth In 
these da<:uments. 
Pursuant to Section 22300 or 
the Public Contract Code, the 
contractor may elect to receive 
100% of all payments due, 
without r etention by the 
Agency, by depositing 
securities of equivalent value 
with the agency or with a state 
offederally chartered bank as 
escrow agent. Alternatively, 
the contractor may elect to 
have payment of retentions 
earned made to an approved 
escrow agent, at the expense of 
the contractor. 
Bids must be prepared on the 
approved proposal forms In 
conformance with the 
Instruction to Bidder and 
submitted In a sealed envelope 
plainly marked on the outside 
"SEALED BID FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF 
CATHEDRAL CANYON 
PAVEMENT OVERLAY· DO 
NOT OPEN WITH 
REGULAR MAIL". 
/p/612,9/94 
CITY OF CATHEDRAL CITY 
NOTICE INVITING SEALED 
BIDS 
FOR 
CITY WIDE STREET 
SWEEPING 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS 
HEREBY GIVEN that the City 
of Cathedral City, as 
AGENCY, Invites sealed bids 
for the above stated project 
and will receive such bids In 
the offices of the City Clerk 
located at 35325 Date Palm 
Drive, Cathedral City, up to 
the hour of 10:00 a.m. on 16th 
day of June, 1994, at which 
time, they will publicly be 
opened and read aloud. 
The work to be dooe consists of 
periodic sweeping of the city 
streets and highways, and 
various City parking lots. 
Coples of said specification and 
Contract Documents are 
available from the Agency 
upon payment of a $20.00 
nonrefundable fee ($25.00 If 
mailed). 
Each bidder will be required to 
submit with his bid, a certified 
check, cashier check or bid 
bond of the prescribed form 
and made payable to the City 
of Cathedral City for an 
amount equal to $7500, such 
guaranty to be forfeited, 
should the bidder to whom the 
contract is awarded fall to 
furnish the required bonds and 
to enter Into a contract with 
the City within the period of 
time provided by the proposal 
requirements. 
Any contract entered Into 
pursuant to this notice 
Incorporate the provisions of 
the State Labor Code. 
Compliance with the prevalllng 
rats of wages and 
apprenticeship employment 
standards established by the 
State Director of Industrial 
Relations will will be required. 
The Agency has obtained from 
the Director of the Department 
of Industrial Relations the 
general prevailing rate of per 
diem wages and the general 
prevalllng rate for holiday and 
overtime work In the locality I• 
which the work Is to be 
performed for each craft, 
classification, or type of 
worker needed lo execute the 
contract. Coples of the 
prevailing wage rates are on 
file at the office of the dty 
Clerk and are available to 
Interested parties upon 
request. 
Affirmative action to ensure 
against discrimination In 
employment practices on the 
basis of race, color, national 
origin, ancestry, sex or religion 
will also be required. 
The Agency hereby 
affirmatively ensures that 
minority business enterprises 
will be afforded full 
opportunity to submit bids In 
response to his notice and will 
will not be discriminated 
against on the basis of race, 
color, national origin, ancestry, 
sex, or religion In any 
consideration leading to the 
award of contract. 
Bids must be prepared on the 
approved proposal forms In 
conformance with the 
Instruction to Bidders and 
submitted In a sealed envelope 
plainly marked on the outside, 
' 'Proposal for Street Sweeping 
Services for the City Cathedral 
City, DO NOT OPEN WITH 
REGULAR MAIL". 
The Agency reserves the right 
to reject any or all bids, to 
waive any Irregularity, to 
accept any bid or portion 
thereof, and to take all bids 
under advertisement for a 
period of sixty (60) days. 
By ORDER of the City Coundl 
of the City of Cathedral City. 
Dated: May 26, 1994 
C ity Engineer 
City of Cathedral City 
35-325 Date Palm Drive 
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Black Voice News 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS 
Riverside County Flood 
' Control and Water 
, Conservation District 
' hereinafter called ''District", 
Invites sealed proposals ror 
1 constnictlon or: 
, LITTLE LAKE LINE B-1, 
• STAGE 1 Project No. 4·0-0266 
located In the Hemet area of 
Riverside County, California 
Specifications and Contract 
Documents may be examined 
at the 
District's office at 1995 
Market Slrfft, Riverside, 
California, and may be 
obtained upon payment to 
District or $28.00 per set, 
received at the District's office 
and $24•00 per set Ir malled. 
No refund. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a certified or 
cashier's 
check or bid bond equal to ten 
percent (10%) of the amount 
bid, payable to the Riverside 
County Flood Control and 
, Water Conservation District 
as a guarantee that the 
Contractor will, If awarded 
the contract, execute a 
satisfactory contract and 
furnish the required bonds. 
• Proposals must be In 
accordance with the 
, Instructions and filed 
with District by 2:00 p.m. on 
Tuesday. June 21, 1994 at the 
District office at the above 
' addreas which time and place 
are fixed for the public 
opening or bids. 
, General prevailing rate per 
, diem wages and general 
prevalllng 
, rate of per diem wages for 
holiday and overtime work, 
Including employer payments 
for health and welfare, 
pension, vacation, 
apprentices and similar 
purposes for each craft, 
dasslncation or type of 
workman needed for execution 
of contracts under the 
Jurisdiction of District have 
been obtained by the Board of 
Supervlsors of the District 
rrom the Director of Industrial 
Relations of the State of 
Califomla for the area where 
the work is to be done. The 
said determinations are on flle 
in the prlndpal office of the 
District, and will be made 
available to any interested 
person upon request. 
Contractors submitting 
proposals for this project shall 
have an 
"A" Contractors license from 
the State of California In order 
to be considered eligible for 
the contract award. 
T his project Is partially 
Federally financed by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (24 CFR, 
part 57) and subject to certain 
requirements Including 
payment of Federal prevailing 
wages, compliance with 
''Section 3" Affirmative Action 
Requlreme!lts, Executive 
Order #11246, equal 
employment opportunity and 
others. The aforementioned 
are described In the "Special 
Federal Provisions'' section or 
the bid document. Additional 
Information pertaining to the 
Federal requirement Is on file 




FLOOD CONTROL & 
WATER CONSERVATION 
DISTRICT GERALD A. 





The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
FELVA CHRISTIAN 
DESIGNS & WEDDINGS 
215 GIiiey 
Riverside, CA 92518 
FELVA DIONNE MANNING 
215 GIiiey 
Riverside, CA 92518 
FELVA DIONNE MANNING 
215 GIiiey 
Riverside, CA 92518 
This business Is conducted by 
lndlvlduals-Husband and 
Wife .. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fie• 
tltlous business name or names 
listed herein. 
s/Felva Dionne Manning 
The tiling of this statement 
does not or ltselhuthorlze the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun• 
ty Clerk of Riverside County 
on May 18 , 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correcl copy of the origin al 
statement on file In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 943492 
p/5/19,26/94, 6/2,9/94 
STATEMENT OF 
ABANDONMENT OF USE 
OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
FILE NO: 93·13U 
The following pcrson(s) has 
(have) abandoned the use of 
the nctltlous business name 
KROSSROADS 
PRODUCTIONS at 2Ul2 
Dickinson Road 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
The fictitious business name 
referred to above was med In 
Riverside County on 2.23.93 
DEBRA A. KNOX 
212U Dickinson Road 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO CIRCULATE RECALL 
PETITION 
TO THE HONORABLE KELLY GILLUM 
Pursuant to Seciotn 27020, California Elections Code, the 
undersigned, , ·eglstered qualified voters of the County of 
Riverside State or California, hereby give notice that we are the 
proponents of a recall petition and that we intend to seek your 
recall and removal from the office of Member of Governing 
Board In Moreno Valley Unified School District, County of 
Riverside, California, and to demand election of a 
successor in that office. 
The grounds for the proposed recall are as follows: 
Knowing and consistent violations of the Brown Act, District 
Hiring Policy, Noncompliance with laws governing the Gate 
Program, HeadStart State Preschool Program, Special Education 
Program, Billngual Program, Affirmative Action, Nepotism, Fire 
Code, Misappropriation of Funds, Closed Session Procedures, 
MBWE Bill, Alcohol Abuse, disorderly conduct on a school site, 
using past history of students records in open session expulsion 
hearings irrelevant to the Issue/Issues Involved and Racial 
Insensitivity towards minority parents, students and the 
community within the City of Moreno Valley California. 
The printed names, signatures, and business or residence 
addresses of the proponents are as follows: 
Name 
Ralph W. Smith 






Gloria J. Boyd 




22720 Mesa Springs Way 
24300 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
13950 Elmwood Ct. 
25065 SL Christopher Ave. 
14146 Apple Blossom 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO CIRCULATE RECALL 
PETITION 
TO THE HONORABLE FRANK WEST 
Pursuant to Seciotn 27020, California Elections Code, the 
undersigned, registered qualined voters of the County or 
Riverside State of California, hereby give notice that we are the 
proponents of a recall petition and that we intend to seek your 
recall and removal from the office or Member of Governing 
Board In Moreno Valley Unified School District, County or 
Riverside, California, and to demand election of a 
successor In that office. 
The grounds for the proposed recall are as follows: 
Knowing and consistent violations of the Brown act, District 
Hiring Polley, Noncompliance with laws governing the Gate 
Porgram, HeadStart State Preschool Program, Special Education 
Program, Affirmative Action, Nepotism, Fire Code, 
Misappropriation of Funds, Board Presidents Guidelines 
Handbook, Closed Session Procedures, MBWE Bill, and Racial 
insensitivity towards minority parents, students and the 
community within the City of Moreno Valley California. 
The printed names, signatures, and business or re;idence 
addresses of the proponents are as follows: 
Name 
Ralph W. Smith 






Gloria J. Boyd 




22720 Mesa Springs Way 
24300 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
13950 Elmwood Ct. 
25065 St. Christopher Ave. 
14146 Apple Blossom 
PageB-8 
RICK P.R. KNOX 
21212 Dickinson Road 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
DENNIS BLAIR 
1440 Edgehill Apt. 26 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
This business was conducted 
by General Partnership. 
s/Rlck P.R. Knoll 
This business Is conducted by 
a Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Mlcrobac Analytical 
Services, Inc. 
A. Warne Boyce, t.hairman 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 




This statement was field with 
the County Clerk of Riverside 




$2.99 per min. 
Must be 18 yrs. 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420 
The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
PEGGY'S CARLTON 
CARDS 
2018 Galleria At Tyler 
Riverside, CA 92503 
CHUNG. C. KUO 
3443 Wimbledon Way 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
SIUHWAKUO 
3443 Wimbledon Way 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
PEGGIEClliU 
17319 Vickie Ave. 
Cerritos, CA 90701 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership. 
Registrant bas not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Chung Chou Kuo 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on May 09, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the original 
statement on file In my otnce. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, . 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 943178 
p/5/12,19,26/94 and 6/']/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
MICROBACK 
ANALYTICAL SERVICES, 
INC. C.L. TECHNOLOGY 
DMSJON 
C.L. TECHNOLOGY, A 
DIVISION OF MICROBACK 
ANALYITICAL SERVICES, 
INC. 
280 N. Smith Avenue, 




4721 McKnight Road 
Pittsburgh, PA 15237 
FILE NO. 943618 
p/612,9,16,23/94 
Help Wanted 
Managers & Assistant Managers 
Fastest growing major retail music 
chain is seeking managers & assistant 
managers. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
1-3 years retail management experience 
required. College Degree preferred. 
Send Resume to: 
Global Diversity 
P.O. Box 587 
San Bernardino, CA 92402 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO CIRCULATE RECALL 
PETITION 
TO THE HONORABLE CHARLIE LEDBETTER 
Pursuant to Seciotn 27020, California Elections Code, the 
undersigned, registered qualified voters or the County or 
Riverside State of California, hereby give notice that we are the 
proponents or a recall petition and that we intend to seek your 
recall and removal from the office of Member of Governing 
Board in Moreno Valley Unified School District, County or 
Riverside, California, and to demand election of a 
successor in that office, 
The grounds for the proposed recall are as follows: 
Knowing and consistent violations of the Brown Act, District 
Hiring Policy, MBWE Bill, and sleeping during open session 
meetings. 
The printed names, signatures, and business or residence 
addresses of the proponents are as follows: 
Name 
Ralph W. Smith 






Gloria J, Boyd 
Sherry S. Robinson 
Paul Hurst 
Address 
22720 Mesa Springs Way 
24300 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
13950 Elmwood Ct. 
Warning! 




. could result in a 
lifetime of con-
stant pleasure. 
Call if you must, 
but remember. 
.we warned you 
1-900-993-5463 
Pin#3641 





1 ·900· 725-8000 Ext. 
2549 
$3.99 per min. 
Must be 18 yrs. 
Procall Co. 
(602) 954-7420 
NET PRICE TO YOU 
/p/6/2/94 
25065 St. Christopher Ave. 
14146 Apple Bl~ 
MSRP .... ........................................... 59.249 
s?.995 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO CIRCULATE RECALL 
PETITION 
TO THE HONORABLE TRACY VACKAR 
Pursuant to Seclotn 27020, California Elections Code, the 
undersigned, registered qualified voters of the County of 
Riverside State of California, hereby give notice that we are the 
proponents of a recall petition and that we Intend to seek your 
recall and removal from the otnce of Member of Governing 
Board In Moreno Valley Unified School District, County of 
Riverside, California, and to demand election of a 
successor in that otnce. 
The grounds for the proposed recall are as follows:. 
CHINO HILIS FORD DISCOUNT •...••••.. . $55' 
FORD FACTORY REBATE ..................... $300 




4 AT THIS PRICE 





Fastest growing major retail 
music chain is seeking man-
agers & assistant managers. 
IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS 
L.A., San Bernardino, 
Riverside and Orange 
Counties. Also San Diego. 
1-3 years retail 
management experience 
required. College Degree 
preferred 
Send Resume to: 
Global Diversity 
P.O. Box 1099 
Pomona, CA 91769 
Attn: Richard Webster 
194 ESCORT LX 3 DR SPORT 
PIS,.REAR WNDW DEF, CASS.._OUAL ELEC 
MIR110RS ALUM WHLS TACHuMETER A/C 
CFC. 3 AT THIS PRICE. STK#6578 ID#203405, 
STK#65231D#191596,STK#6520ID#191568 
MSRP ..... ....................................... $11,395 
CHINO HIU.S FORD OISCOUKT ........... 1600 
FORD FACTORY REBATE ..................... $400 
COi.i.EGE GRAO REBATE ...................... $400 
NET PRICE TO YOU 
3 AT THIS PRICE 
S9.995 
NET PRICE TO YOU 
MSRP ....................... ............ .... ....... _s,,.,n 
CHINO HILLS FORD DISCOUNT .......... $1&g2 
COU£GE GRAD REBATE . ............ ..... $400 $14.385 
3 AT THIS PRICE 
Knowing and consistent violations of the Brown Act, District 
Hiring Policy, Noncompliance with laws governing the Gate 
Program~ HeadStart State Preschool Program, Special Education 
Program, BIiinguai Program, Affirmative Action, Nepotism, Fire 
Code, Misappropriation of Funds, Closed Session Procedures, 
MBWE BIii, and Racial Insensitivity towards minority parents, 
students and the community within the city of Moreno Valley 
California and the use or racial slurs against minorities. 
MANY CARS PRICED BELOW KELLY BLUE BOOK!!! 
The printed names, signatures, and business or residence 
addresses or the proponents are as follows: 
Name 
Ralph W. Smith 






Gloria J. Boyd 




22720 Mesa Springs Way 
24300 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
22579 Mountain View Rd. 
24406 Old Country Rd. 
13950 Elmwood Ct. 
25065 St. Christopher Ave. 
14146 Apple Blossom 
Vote June 7th 
'91 '92 '93GT '90MAZDA •88 '93TOPAZ '90 GRAND 189MAR(( 
TOYODA SUBARU ESCORT 626 BRONCO ll POWER'MN00.\6. MARQUl 'l' LSC CRUISE, Tll T 
COROLLA Ml. STl'RfO N.JlO, AIP.PW'R 4)(4 s nc. 2a22 STK• 271114 S1..N RCXlF. WUl.S. Sll(.,,,. 9 TK'117,_ VINOS. CASS 10.GS,2017 1O1162lD07 WHlS 
CASSETTE. N A l[)l:20lll7 0,19'707 sr,;1~n3 AlllO.CASS..Tlll, FOOMEH nENTM.. snc, 2e51 
STl(ff .. iDIA2C'91 STIYH81 1Qst~1~ 1O.C!Ki20 
~1111 
s5,999 S'l,999 '1,999 ,,999 ,,999 $10,999 55,999 S°l,999 
4480 CHINO HILLS PKWY, CHINO (909) 393-9331 
S~BJECT TO PRIOR SALE , PLUS TAX, LIC & DOC FEES. GOOD THROUGH 4 20 94. SALE PRIC ES DO NOT PERTAIN 
TO LEASES ON SELECTED '92s & '93,ON APPROVED CREDIT & SELECTED MODELS 92, & 93, 
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-· 
J 
f 
I 
